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Japanese	multinational	manufacturing	company	This	article	is	about	the	multinational	corporation.	For	other	uses,	see	Honda	(disambiguation).	Honda	Motor	Co.,	Ltd.Headquarters	in	Minato,	TokyoNative	name本田技研工業株式会社Romanized	nameHonda	Giken	Kōgyō	Kabushiki-gaishaTypePublicTraded	as	TYO:	7267	NYSE:	HMC	Nikkei	225
component	(7267)	TOPIX	Core30	component	(7267)	IndustryManufacturingFoundedHamamatsu,	Japan	(October	1946	(1946-10),	incorporated	24	September	1948;	74	years	ago	(1948-09-24))FounderSoichiro	HondaHeadquartersMinato,	Tokyo,	JapanArea	servedWorldwideKey	peopleSeiji	Kuraishi(Chairman)Toshihiro	Mibe(President	and
CEO)Products	Automobiles	Commercial	vehicles	Luxury	vehicles	Motorcycles	Scooters	Electric	generators	Water	pumps	Lawn	and	garden	equipment	Rotary	tillers	Outboard	motors	Robotics	Jet	aircraft	Jet	engines	Thin-film	solar	cells	Internavi	(telematics)	Revenue	¥14.95	trillion	(2022)[1]Operating	income	¥871.2	billion	(2022)[1]Net	income	¥707.0
billion	(2022)[1]Total	assets	¥23.97	trillion	(2022)[1]Total	equity	¥10.77	trillion	(2022)[1]Owners	JTSB	investment	trusts	(6.46%)	TMTBJ	investment	trusts	(4.71%)	Chase	Bank	ADRs	nominated	by	Moxley	&	Co.	(3.09%)	Meiji	Yasuda	Life	(2.83%)	Tokio	Marine	(2.35%)	(As	of	March	2014)	Number	of	employees	204,035	(2022)[2]	United	States:
18,322Brazil:	7,593Thailand:	7,556India:	7,350Vietnam:	5,461Mexico:	4,891Canada:	4,522Indonesia:	2,818Malaysia:	2,031Philippines:	1,300Argentina:	484	Divisions	Honda	Power	Equipment	Acura	Honda	Aircraft	Company	Honda	Automobiles	Honda	Motorcycles	Subsidiaries	List	Honda	Power	Products	Honda	India	Power	Product	Limited
Transportation	American	Honda	Motor	Company	Acura	Honda	Aircraft	Company	Honda	Performance	Development	Honda	Automobile	(China)	Company	(50%)	Guangqi	Honda	Automobile	(50%)	Li	Nian	(Everus)	Honda	Seil	Cars	India	Honda	Motorcycle	and	Scooter	India	Dongfeng	Honda	(50%)	Honda	Spain	Montesa	Air	Transportation	Honda	Airways
Sports	Honda	Racing	F1	Honda	Racing	Engines	GE	Honda	Aero	Engines	(50%)	Other	Mobilityland	(100%)	International	Honda	Pakistan	Honda	Canada	Inc.	Honda	Taiwan	Honda	UK	ltd.	Websiteglobal.honda	Honda	Motor	Co.,	Ltd.[3]	(Japanese:	本田技研工業株式会社,	Hepburn:	Honda	Giken	Kōgyō	KK,	IPA:	[honda]	(listen);	/ˈhɒndə/;	commonly	known	as
Honda)	is	a	Japanese	public	multinational	conglomerate	manufacturer	of	automobiles,	motorcycles,	and	power	equipment,	headquartered	in	Minato,	Tokyo,	Japan.	Honda	has	been	the	world's	largest	motorcycle	manufacturer	since	1959,[4][5]	reaching	a	production	of	400	million	by	the	end	of	2019,[6]	as	well	as	the	world's	largest	manufacturer	of
internal	combustion	engines	measured	by	volume,	producing	more	than	14	million	internal	combustion	engines	each	year.[7]	Honda	became	the	second-largest	Japanese	automobile	manufacturer	in	2001.[8][9]	In	2015,	Honda	was	the	eighth	largest	automobile	manufacturer	in	the	world.[10]	Honda	was	the	first	Japanese	automobile	manufacturer	to
release	a	dedicated	luxury	brand,	Acura,	in	1986.	Aside	from	their	core	automobile	and	motorcycle	businesses,	Honda	also	manufactures	garden	equipment,	marine	engines,	personal	watercraft,	power	generators,	and	other	products.	Since	1986,	Honda	has	been	involved	with	artificial	intelligence/robotics	research	and	released	their	ASIMO	robot	in
2000.	They	have	also	ventured	into	aerospace	with	the	establishment	of	GE	Honda	Aero	Engines	in	2004	and	the	Honda	HA-420	HondaJet,	which	began	production	in	2012.	Honda	has	two	joint-ventures	in	China:	Dongfeng	Honda	and	Guangqi	Honda.	In	2013,	Honda	invested	about	5.7%	(US$6.8	billion)	of	its	revenues	into	research	and	development.
[11]	Also	in	2013,	Honda	became	the	first	Japanese	automaker	to	be	a	net	exporter	from	the	United	States,	exporting	108,705	Honda	and	Acura	models,	while	importing	only	88,357.[12]	History	Honda's	foray	into	four-wheelers	started	with	the	Honda	T360	in	1963.	Throughout	his	life,	Honda's	founder,	Soichiro	Honda,	had	an	interest	in	automobiles.
He	worked	as	a	mechanic	at	the	Art	Shokai	garage,	where	he	tuned	cars	and	entered	them	in	races.	In	1937,	with	financing	from	his	acquaintance	Kato	Shichirō,	Honda	founded	Tōkai	Seiki	(Eastern	Sea	Precision	Machine	Company)	to	make	piston	rings	working	out	of	the	Art	Shokai	garage.[13]	After	initial	failures,	Tōkai	Seiki	won	a	contract	to
supply	piston	rings	to	Toyota,	but	lost	the	contract	due	to	the	poor	quality	of	their	products.[13]	After	attending	engineering	school	without	graduating,	and	visiting	factories	around	Japan	to	better	understand	Toyota's	quality	control	processes	known	as	"Five	whys",	by	1941	Honda	was	able	to	mass-produce	piston	rings	acceptable	to	Toyota,	using	an
automated	process	that	could	employ	even	unskilled	wartime	laborers.[13][14]: 16–19 	Tōkai	Seiki	was	placed	under	the	control	of	the	Ministry	of	Commerce	and	Industry	(called	the	Ministry	of	Munitions	after	1943)	at	the	start	of	World	War	II,	and	Soichiro	Honda	was	demoted	from	president	to	senior	managing	director	after	Toyota	took	a	40%	stake
in	the	company.[13]	Honda	also	aided	the	war	effort	by	assisting	other	companies	in	automating	the	production	of	military	aircraft	propellers.[13]	The	relationships	Honda	cultivated	with	personnel	at	Toyota,	Nakajima	Aircraft	Company	and	the	Imperial	Japanese	Navy	would	be	instrumental	in	the	postwar	period.[13]	A	US	B-29	bomber	attack
destroyed	Tōkai	Seiki's	Yamashita	plant	in	1944,	and	the	Itawa	plant	collapsed	on	13	January	1945	Mikawa	earthquake.	Soichiro	Honda	sold	the	salvageable	remains	of	the	company	to	Toyota	after	the	war	for	¥450,000	and	used	the	proceeds	to	found	the	Honda	Technical	Research	Institute	in	October	1946.[13][15]	With	a	staff	of	12	men	working	in	a
16	m2	(170	sq	ft)	shack,	they	built	and	sold	improvised	motorized	bicycles,	using	a	supply	of	500	two-stroke	50	cc	Tohatsu	war	surplus	radio	generator	engines.[13][14]: 19 [16]	When	the	engines	ran	out,	Honda	began	building	their	own	copy	of	the	Tohatsu	engine,	and	supplying	these	to	customers	to	attach	to	their	bicycles.[13][16]	This	was	the
Honda	A-Type,	nicknamed	the	Bata	Bata	for	the	sound	the	engine	made.[13]	In	1949,	the	Honda	Technical	Research	Institute	was	liquidated	for	¥1,000,000,	or	about	US$5,000	today;	these	funds	were	used	to	incorporate	Honda	Motor	Co.,	Ltd.[14]: 21 	At	about	the	same	time	Honda	hired	engineer	Kihachiro	Kawashima,	and	Takeo	Fujisawa	who
provided	indispensable	business	and	marketing	expertise	to	complement	Soichiro	Honda's	technical	bent.[14]: 21 	The	close	partnership	between	Soichiro	Honda	and	Fujisawa	lasted	until	they	stepped	down	together	in	October	1973.[14]: 21 	The	first	complete	motorcycle	with	both	the	frame	and	engine	made	by	Honda	was	the	1949	D-Type,	the	first
Honda	to	go	by	the	name	Dream.[15][17]	In	1961,	Honda	achieved	its	first	Grand	Prix	victories	and	World	Championships	in	the	125cc	and	250cc	categories.[18]	Honda	Motor	Company	grew	in	a	short	time	to	become	the	world's	largest	manufacturer	of	motorcycles	by	1964.[19]	The	first	production	automobile	from	Honda	was	the	T360	mini	pick-up
truck,	which	went	on	sale	in	August	1963.[20]	Powered	by	a	small	356cc	straight-4	gasoline	engine,	it	was	classified	under	the	cheaper	Kei	car	tax	bracket.[21]	The	second	production	car	from	Honda	was	the	S500	sports	car,	which	followed	the	T360	into	production	in	October	1963.	Its	chain-driven	rear	wheels	pointed	to	Honda's	motorcycle	origins.
[22]	Over	the	next	few	decades,	Honda	worked	to	expand	its	product	line,	operations	and	exports	to	numerous	countries	around	the	world.	In	1986,	Honda	introduced	the	successful	Acura	brand	to	the	American	market	in	an	attempt	to	gain	ground	in	the	luxury	vehicle	market.	The	year	1991	saw	the	introduction	of	the	Honda	NSX	supercar,	the	first
all-aluminum	monocoque	vehicle	that	incorporated	a	mid-engine	V6	with	variable-valve	timing.[23]	In	1990,	CEO	Tadashi	Kume	was	succeeded	by	Nobuhiko	Kawamoto.	Kawamoto	was	selected	over	Shoichiro	Irimajiri,	who	oversaw	the	successful	establishment	of	Honda	of	America	Manufacturing,	Inc.	in	Marysville,	Ohio.	Irimajiri	and	Kawamoto
shared	a	friendly	rivalry	within	Honda;	owing	to	health	issues,	Irimajiri	would	resign	in	1992.	Following	the	death	of	Soichiro	Honda	and	the	departure	of	Irimajiri,	Honda	found	itself	quickly	being	outpaced	in	product	development	by	other	Japanese	automakers	and	was	caught	off-guard	by	the	truck	and	sport	utility	vehicle	boom	of	the	1990s,	all
which	took	a	toll	on	the	profitability	of	the	company.	Japanese	media	reported	in	1992	and	1993	that	Honda	was	at	serious	risk	of	an	unwanted	and	hostile	takeover	by	Mitsubishi	Motors,	which	at	the	time	was	a	larger	automaker	by	volume	and	was	flush	with	profits	from	its	successful	Pajero	and	Diamante	models.[24]	Kawamoto	acted	quickly	to
change	Honda's	corporate	culture,	rushing	through	market-driven	product	development	that	resulted	in	recreational	vehicles	such	as	the	first-generation	Odyssey	and	the	CR-V,	and	a	refocusing	away	from	some	of	the	numerous	sedans	and	coupes	that	were	popular	with	the	company's	engineers	but	not	with	the	buying	public.	The	most	shocking
change	to	Honda	came	when	Kawamoto	ended	the	company's	successful	participation	in	Formula	One	after	the	1992	season,	citing	costs	in	light	of	the	takeover	threat	from	Mitsubishi	as	well	as	the	desire	to	create	a	more	environmentally	friendly	company	image.[25]	The	Honda	Aircraft	Company	as	established	in	2006	as	a	wholly	owned	subsidiary
to	manufacture	and	sell	the	HondaJet	family	of	aircraft.[26][27]	The	first	deliveries	to	customers	began	in	December	2015.[28]	On	February	23rd,	2015,	Honda	announced	that	CEO	and	President	Takanobu	Ito	would	step	down	and	be	replaced	by	Takahiro	Hachigo	in	June	of	that	year;	additional	retirements	by	senior	managers	and	directors	were
expected.[29]	In	October	2019,	Honda	was	reported	to	be	in	talks	with	Hitachi	to	merge	the	two	companies'	car	parts	businesses,	creating	a	components	supplier	with	almost	$17	billion	in	annual	sales.[30]	In	January	2020,	Honda	announced	that	it	would	be	withdrawing	employees	working	in	the	city	of	Wuhan,	Hubei,	China	due	to	the	COVID-19
pandemic.[31]	On	March	23,	2020	due	to	the	global	spread	of	the	virus,	Honda	became	the	first	major	automaker	with	operations	in	the	US	to	suspend	production	in	its	factories.	It	resumed	automobile,	engine	and	transmission	production	at	its	US	plants	on	May	11,	2020.[32]	Honda	and	General	Motors	announced	in	September	2020	a	North
American	alliance	to	begin	in	2021.[33]	According	to	The	Detroit	Free	Press,	"The	proposed	alliance	will	include	sharing	a	range	of	vehicles,	to	be	sold	under	each	company’s	distinct	brands,	as	well	as	cooperation	in	purchasing,	research	and	development,	and	connected	services."[34]	In	March	2022,	Honda	announced	it	would	develop	and	build
electric	vehicles	in	a	joint	venture	with	Sony.	The	latter	is	set	to	provide	its	imaging,	sensing,	network	and	other	technologies	while	Honda	would	be	responsible	for	the	car	manufacturing	processes.	The	venture	is	set	to	fully	launch	later	in	2022	with	the	release	of	first	cars	scheduled	for	2025.[35]	Senior	leadership	Chairman:	Toshiaki	Mikoshiba
(since	April	2019)	[36]	President	and	Chief	Executive:	Toshihiro	Mibe	(since	April	2021)	[36]	Corporate	profile	and	divisions	Honda	is	headquartered	in	Minato,	Tokyo,	Japan.	Their	shares	trade	on	the	Tokyo	Stock	Exchange	and	the	New	York	Stock	Exchange,	as	well	as	exchanges	in	Osaka,	Nagoya,	Sapporo,	Kyoto,	Fukuoka,	London,	Paris,	and
Switzerland.	The	company	has	assembly	plants	around	the	globe.	These	plants	are	located	in	China,	the	United	States,	Pakistan,	Canada,	England,	Japan,	Belgium,	Brazil,	México,	New	Zealand,	Malaysia,	Indonesia,	India,	Philippines,	Thailand,	Vietnam,	Turkey,	Taiwan,	Perú	and	Argentina.	As	of	July	2010,	89%	of	Honda	and	Acura	vehicles	sold	in	the
United	States	were	built	in	North	American	plants,	up	from	82.2%	a	year	earlier.	This	shields	profits	from	the	yen's	advance	to	a	15-year	high	against	the	dollar.[37]	American	Honda	Motor	Company	is	based	in	Torrance,	California.	Honda	Racing	Corporation	(HRC)	is	Honda's	motorcycle	racing	division.	Honda	Canada	Inc.	is	headquartered	in
Markham,	Ontario,[38]	it	was	originally	planned	to	be	located	in	Richmond	Hill,	Ontario,	but	delays	led	them	to	look	elsewhere.	Their	manufacturing	division,	Honda	of	Canada	Manufacturing,	is	based	in	Alliston,	Ontario.	Honda	has	also	created	joint	ventures	around	the	world,	such	as	Honda	Siel	Cars	and	Hero	Honda	Motorcycles	in	India,[39]
Guangzhou	Honda	and	Dongfeng	Honda	in	China,	Boon	Siew	Honda	in	Malaysia	and	Honda	Atlas	in	Pakistan.	The	company	also	runs	a	business	innovation	initiative	called	Honda	Xcelerator,	in	order	to	build	relationships	with	innovators,	partner	with	Silicon	Valley	startups	and	entrepreneurs,	and	help	other	companies	work	on	prototypes.	Xcelerator
had	worked	with	reportedly	40	companies	as	of	January	2019.	Xcelerator	and	a	developer	studio	are	part	of	the	Honda	Innovations	group,	formed	in	Spring	2017	and	based	in	Mountain	View,	California.[40]	Following	the	Japanese	earthquake	and	tsunami	in	March	2011,	Honda	announced	plans	to	halve	production	at	its	UK	plants.[41]	The	decision
was	made	to	put	staff	at	the	Swindon	plant	on	a	2-day	week	until	the	end	of	May	as	the	manufacturer	struggled	to	source	supplies	from	Japan.	It's	thought	around	22,500	cars	were	produced	during	this	period.	For	the	fiscal	year	2018,	Honda	reported	earnings	of	US$9.534	billion,	with	an	annual	revenue	of	US$138.250	billion,	an	increase	of	6.2%
over	the	previous	fiscal	cycle.	Honda's	shares	traded	at	over	$32	per	share,	and	its	market	capitalization	was	valued	at	US$50.4	billion	in	October	2018.[42]	Year	Revenuein	mil.	US$	Net	incomein	mil.	US$	Total	assetsin	mil.	US$	Employees	2005	77,851	4,376	83,853	—	2006	89,172	5,373	95,145	—	2007	99,784	5,331	108,329	167,231	2008	108,026
5,400	113,540	178,960	2009	100,112	1,370	118,189	181,876	2010	92,655	3,052	125,594	176,815	2011	107,242	6,762	138,851	179,060	2012	100,941	2,820	149,616	187,094	2013	119,523	4,443	164,988	190,338	2014	118,425	5,741	156,220	198,368	2015	121,286	4,636	167,675	204,730	2016	121,190	2,860	151,303	208,399	2017	130,193	5,734
176,311	211,915	2018	138,250	9,534	174,143	215,638	Honda's	Net	Sales	and	Other	Operating	Revenue	by	Geographical	Regions	in	2007[43]	Geographic	Region	Total	revenue	(in	millions	of	¥)	Japan	1,681,190	North	America	5,980,876	Europe	1,236,757	Asia	1,283,154	Others	905,163	Products	Automobiles	For	a	list	of	automobiles,	see	List	of	Honda
automobiles.	This	section	needs	additional	citations	for	verification.	Please	help	improve	this	article	by	adding	citations	to	reliable	sources.	Unsourced	material	may	be	challenged	and	removed.Find	sources:	"Honda"	–	news	·	newspapers	·	books	·	scholar	·	JSTOR	(September	2017)	(Learn	how	and	when	to	remove	this	template	message)	Tenth-
generation	Honda	Accord	Eleventh-generation	Honda	Civic	Fifth-generation	Honda	CR-V	Honda's	automotive	manufacturing	ambitions	can	be	traced	back	to	1963,	with	the	Honda	T360,	a	Kei	truck	built	for	the	Japanese	market.[44]	This	was	followed	by	the	two-door	roadster,	the	Honda	S500	also	introduced	in	1963.	In	1965,	Honda	built	a	two-door
commercial	delivery	van,	named	the	Honda	L700.	Honda's	first	four-door	sedan	was	not	the	Honda	Accord,	but	the	air-cooled,	four-cylinder,	gasoline-powered	Honda	1300	which	was	introduced	in	1969.	The	Civic	was	a	hatchback	that	gained	wide	popularity	internationally,	but	it	wasn't	the	first	two-door	hatchback	built	by	Honda.	That	was	the	Honda
N360,	a	Kei	car	that	was	adapted	for	international	sale	as	the	N600.	The	Civic,	which	appeared	in	1972	and	replaced	the	N600	also	had	a	smaller	sibling	that	replaced	the	air-cooled	N360,	called	the	Honda	Life,	which	was	water-cooled.	The	Honda	Life	represented	Honda's	efforts	in	competing	in	the	kei	car	segment,	offering	sedan,	delivery	van	and
small	pick-up	platforms	on	a	shared	chassis.	The	Life	StepVan	had	a	novel	approach	that,	while	not	initially	a	commercial	success,	appeared	to	be	an	influence	to	vehicles	with	the	front	passengers	sitting	behind	the	engine,	a	large	cargo	area	with	a	flat	roof	and	a	liftgate	installed	in	back,	and	utilizing	a	transversely	installed	engine	with	a	front-wheel-
drive	powertrain.	As	Honda	entered	into	automobile	manufacturing	in	the	late	1960s	where	Japanese	manufacturers	such	as	Toyota	and	Nissan	had	been	making	cars	since	before	WWII,	Honda	instilled	a	sense	of	doing	things	a	little	differently	than	its	Japanese	competitors.	Its	mainstay	products	like	the	Accord	and	Civic	(with	the	exception	of	its
USA-market	1993–97	Passport	which	was	part	of	a	vehicle	exchange	program	with	Isuzu	(part	of	the	Subaru-Isuzu	joint	venture))	have	always	employed	Front-wheel	drive	powertrain	implementation,	which	is	currently	a	long-held	Honda	tradition.	Honda	also	installed	new	technologies	into	their	products,	first	as	optional	equipment,	then	later
standard,	like	anti-lock	brakes,	speed-sensitive	power	steering,	and	multi-port	fuel	injection	in	the	early	1980s.	This	desire	to	be	the	first	to	try	new	approaches	is	evident	with	the	creation	of	the	first	Japanese	luxury	chain	Acura,	and	was	also	evident	with	the	all-aluminum,	mid-engined	sports	car,	the	Honda	NSX,	which	also	introduced	variable	valve
timing	technology,	which	Honda	calls	VTEC.	The	Civic	family	is	a	line	of	compact	cars	developed	and	manufactured	by	Honda.	In	North	America,	the	Civic	is	the	second-longest	continuously	running	nameplate	from	a	Japanese	manufacturer;	only	its	perennial	rival,	the	Toyota	Corolla,	introduced	in	1968,	has	been	in	production	longer.[45]	The	Civic,
along	with	the	Accord	and	Prelude,	comprised	Honda's	vehicles	sold	in	North	America	until	the	1990s,	when	the	model	lineup	was	expanded.	Having	gone	through	several	generational	changes,	the	Civic	has	become	larger	and	more	upmarket,	and	it	currently	slots	between	the	Fit	and	Accord.	Honda	also	produces	a	Civic	hybrid,	a	hybrid	electric
vehicle	that	competes	with	the	Toyota	Prius,	and	also	produces	the	Insight	and	CR-Z.	In	2008,	Honda	increased	global	production	to	meet	the	demand	for	small	cars	and	hybrids	in	the	U.S.	and	emerging	markets.	The	company	shuffled	U.S.	production	to	keep	factories	busy	and	boost	car	output	while	building	fewer	minivans	and	sport	utility	vehicles
as	light	truck	sales	fell.[46]	Its	first	entrance	into	the	pickup	segment,	the	light-duty	Ridgeline,	won	Truck	of	the	Year	from	Motor	Trend	magazine	in	2006.	Also	in	2006,	the	redesigned	Civic	won	Car	of	the	Year	from	the	magazine,	giving	Honda	a	rare	double	win	of	Motor	Trend	honors.	It	is	reported	that	Honda	plans	to	increase	hybrid	sales	in	Japan
to	more	than	20%	of	its	total	sales	in	the	fiscal	year	2011,	from	14.8%	in	the	previous	year.[47]	Five	of	United	States	Environmental	Protection	Agency's	top	ten	most	fuel-efficient	cars	from	1984	to	2010	come	from	Honda,	more	than	any	other	automakers.	The	five	models	are:	2000–2006	Honda	Insight	(53	mpg‑US	or	4.4	L/100	km	or	64	mpg‑imp
combined),	1986–1987	Honda	Civic	Coupe	HF	(46	mpg‑US	or	5.1	L/100	km	or	55	mpg‑imp	combined),	1994–1995	Honda	Civic	hatchback	VX	(43	mpg‑US	or	5.5	L/100	km	or	52	mpg‑imp	combined),	2006–	Honda	Civic	Hybrid	(42	mpg‑US	or	5.6	L/100	km	or	50	mpg‑imp	combined),	and	2010–	Honda	Insight	(41	mpg‑US	or	5.7	L/100	km	or	49	mpg‑imp
combined).[48]	The	ACEEE	has	also	rated	the	Civic	GX	as	the	greenest	car	in	America	for	seven	consecutive	years.[49]	Honda	currently	builds	vehicles	in	factories	located	in	Japan,	the	United	States	of	America,	Canada,	China,	Pakistan,	the	United	Kingdom,	Belgium,	Brazil,	Indonesia,	India,	Thailand,	Turkey,	Argentina,	Mexico,	Taiwan,	and	the
Philippines.	Motorcycles	For	a	list	of	motorcycle	products,	see	List	of	Honda	motorcycles.	Honda	Gold	Wing	bike	Honda	is	the	largest	motorcycle	manufacturer	in	Japan	and	has	been	since	it	started	production	in	1955.[13]	At	its	peak	in	1982,	Honda	manufactured	almost	three	million	motorcycles	annually.	By	2006,	this	figure	had	been	reduced	to
around	550,000	but	was	still	higher	than	its	three	domestic	competitors.[13]	In	2017,	India	became	the	largest	motorcycle	market	for	Honda.[50][51]	In	India,	Honda	is	leading	in	the	scooters	segment,	with	59%	market	share.[52]	During	the	1960s	when	it	was	a	small	manufacturer,	Honda	broke	out	of	the	Japanese	motorcycle	market	and	began
exporting	to	the	United	States.	Working	with	the	advertising	agency	Grey	Advertising,	Honda	created	an	innovative	marketing	campaign,	using	the	slogan	"You	meet	the	nicest	people	on	a	Honda."	In	contrast	to	the	prevailing	negative	stereotypes	of	motorcyclists	in	America	as	tough,	antisocial	rebels,	this	campaign	suggested	that	Honda	motorcycles
were	made	for	the	everyman.	The	campaign	was	hugely	successful;	the	ads	ran	for	three	years,	and	by	the	end	of	1963	alone,	Honda	had	sold	90,000	motorcycles.[14]	Taking	Honda's	story	as	an	archetype	of	the	smaller	manufacturer	entering	a	new	market	already	occupied	by	highly	dominant	competitors,	the	story	of	their	market	entry,	and	their
subsequent	huge	success	in	the	U.S.	and	around	the	world	has	been	the	subject	of	some	academic	controversy.	Competing	explanations	have	been	advanced	to	explain	Honda's	strategy	and	the	reasons	for	their	success.[53]	The	first	of	these	explanations	was	put	forward	when,	in	1975,	the	Boston	Consulting	Group	(BCG)	was	commissioned	by	the	UK
government	to	write	a	report	explaining	why	and	how	the	British	motorcycle	industry	had	been	out-competed	by	its	Japanese	competitors.	The	report	concluded	that	the	Japanese	firms,	including	Honda,	had	sought	a	very	high	scale	of	production	(they	had	made	a	large	number	of	motorbikes)	in	order	to	benefit	from	economies	of	scale	and	learning
curve	effects.	It	blamed	the	decline	of	the	British	motorcycle	industry	on	the	failure	of	British	managers	to	invest	enough	in	their	businesses	to	profit	from	economies	of	scale	and	scope.[54]	2004	Honda	Super	Cub	The	second	explanation	was	offered	in	1984	by	Richard	Pascale,	who	had	interviewed	the	Honda	executives	responsible	for	the	firm's
entry	into	the	U.S.	market.	As	opposed	to	the	tightly	focused	strategy	of	low	cost	and	high	scale	that	BCG	accredited	to	Honda,	Pascale	found	that	their	entry	into	the	U.S.	market	was	a	story	of	"miscalculation,	serendipity,	and	organizational	learning"	–	in	other	words,	Honda's	success	was	due	to	the	adaptability	and	hard	work	of	its	staff,	rather	than
any	long-term	strategy.[55]	For	example,	Honda's	initial	plan	on	entering	the	US	market	was	to	compete	in	large	motorcycles,	around	300cc.	Honda's	motorcycles	in	this	class	suffered	performance	and	reliability	problems	when	ridden	the	relatively	long	distances	of	the	US	highways.[14]: 41–43 	When	the	team	found	that	the	scooters	they	were	using
to	get	themselves	around	their	U.S.	base	of	San	Francisco	attracted	positive	interest	from	consumers	that	they	fell	back	on	selling	the	Super	Cub	instead.[14]: 41–43 	The	most	recent	school	of	thought	on	Honda's	strategy	was	put	forward	by	Gary	Hamel	and	C.	K.	Prahalad	in	1989.	Creating	the	concept	of	core	competencies	with	Honda	as	an	example,
they	argued	that	Honda's	success	was	due	to	its	focus	on	leadership	in	the	technology	of	internal	combustion	engines.[56]	For	example,	the	high	power-to-weight	ratio	engines	Honda	produced	for	its	racing	bikes	provided	technology	and	expertise	which	was	transferable	into	mopeds.	Honda's	entry	into	the	U.S.	motorcycle	market	during	the	1960s	is
used	as	a	case	study	for	teaching	introductory	strategy	at	business	schools	worldwide.[57]	ATVs	Honda	builds	utility	ATVs	under	models	Recon,	Rubicon,	Rancher,	Foreman	and	Rincon.	Honda	also	builds	sports	ATVs	under	the	models	TRX	90X,	TRX	250X,	TRX	400x,	TRX	450R	and	TRX	700.[58]	A	Honda	Power	EU70is	power	generator	Power
equipment	Power	equipment[59]	production	started	in	1953	with	H-type	engine	(prior	to	motorcycles).[60]	Honda	power	equipment	reached	record	sales	in	2007	with	6.4	million	units	sold	annually.[61]	By	2010	(Fiscal	year	ended	31	March)	this	figure	had	decreased	to	4.7	million	units.[62]	Cumulative	production	of	power	products	has	exceeded	85
million	units	annually	(as	of	September	2008).[63]	Honda	power	equipment	includes:	Engine	Brush	Cutters	Tillers	Marine	Outboard	Motors	Water	Pumps	Cultivator	Lawn	mower	Robotic	lawn	mower	Riding	mower	Trimmer	Mower	Blower	Sprayer	Hedge	trimmer	Snowthrower	Generator,	welding	power	supply	Pump	Outboard	engine	Inflatable	boat
Electric	4-wheel	Scooter	Compact	Household	Cogeneration	Unit	Engines	Honda	Outboard	motors	Honda	engines	powered	the	entire	33-car	starting	field	of	the	2010	Indianapolis	500[64]	and	for	the	fifth	consecutive	race,	there	were	no	engine-related	retirements	during	the	running	of	the	Memorial	Day	Classic.[65]	In	the	1980s	Honda	developed	the
GY6	engine	for	use	in	motor	scooters.	Although	no	longer	manufactured	by	Honda,	it's	still	commonly	used	in	many	Chinese,	Korean	and	Taiwanese	light	vehicles.[66]	Honda,	despite	being	known	as	an	engine	company,	has	never	built	a	V8	engine	for	passenger	vehicles.	In	the	late	1990s,	the	company	resisted	considerable	pressure	from	its	American
dealers	for	a	V8	engine	(which	would	have	seen	use	in	top-of-the-line	Honda	SUVs	and	Acuras),	with	American	Honda	reportedly	sending	one	dealer	a	shipment	of	V8	beverages	to	silence	them.[67]	Honda	considered	starting	V8	production	in	the	mid-2000s	for	larger	Acura	sedans,	a	new	version	of	the	high-end	NSX	sports	car	(which	previously	used
DOHC	V6	engines	with	VTEC	to	achieve	its	high	power	output)	and	possible	future	ventures	into	the	American	full-size	truck	and	SUV	segment	for	both	the	Acura	and	Honda	brands,	but	this	was	canceled	in	late	2008,	with	Honda	citing	environmental	and	worldwide	economic	conditions	as	reasons	for	the	termination	of	this	project.[68]	Robots	ASIMO
at	Expo	2005	ASIMO	is	part	of	Honda's	Research	&	Development	robotics	program.	It's	the	eleventh	in	a	line	of	successive	builds	starting	in	1986	with	Honda	E0	moving	through	the	ensuing	Honda	E	series	and	the	Honda	P	series.	Weighing	54	kilograms	and	standing	130	centimeters	tall,	ASIMO	resembles	a	small	astronaut	wearing	a	backpack,	and
can	walk	on	two	feet	in	a	manner	resembling	human	locomotion,	at	up	to	6	km/h	(3.7	mph).	ASIMO	is	the	world's	only	humanoid	robot	able	to	ascend	and	descend	stairs	independently.[69]	However,	human	motions	such	as	climbing	stairs	are	difficult	to	mimic	with	a	machine,	which	ASIMO	has	demonstrated	by	taking	two	plunges	off	a	staircase.
Honda's	robot	ASIMO	(see	below)	as	an	R&D	project	brings	together	expertise	to	create	a	robot	that	walks,	dances	and	navigates	steps.	2010	marks	the	year	Honda	developed	a	machine	capable	of	reading	a	user's	brainwaves	to	move	ASIMO.	The	system	uses	a	helmet	covered	with	electroencephalography	and	near-infrared	spectroscopy	sensors	that
monitor	electrical	brainwaves	and	cerebral	blood	flow	signals	that	alter	slightly	during	the	human	thought	process.	The	user	thinks	of	one	of	the	limited	number	of	gestures	it	wants	from	the	robot,	which	has	been	fitted	with	a	Brain-Machine	Interface.[70]	Aircraft	Main	article:	Honda	HA-420	HondaJet	Honda	has	also	pioneered	new	technology	in	its
HA-420	HondaJet,	manufactured	by	its	subsidiary	Honda	Aircraft	Company,	which	allows	new	levels	of	reduced	drag,	increased	aerodynamics	and	fuel	efficiency	thus	reducing	operating	costs.[71]	Mountain	bikes	See	also:	Honda	RN-01	G-cross	Honda	has	also	built	a	downhill	racing	bicycle	known	as	the	Honda	RN-01.	It	is	not	available	for	sale	to	the
public.	The	bike	has	a	gearbox,	which	replaces	the	standard	derailleur	found	on	most	bikes.	Honda	has	hired	several	people	to	pilot	the	bike,	among	them	Greg	Minnaar.	The	team	is	known	as	Team	G	Cross	Honda.	Former	products	Solar	cells	Honda's	solar	cell	subsidiary	company	Honda	Soltec	(Headquarters:	Kikuchi-gun,	Kumamoto;	President	and
CEO:	Akio	Kazusa)	started	sales	throughout	Japan	of	thin-film	solar	cells	for	public	and	industrial	use	on	October	24th,	2008,	after	selling	solar	cells	for	residential	use	in	October	2007.[72]	Honda	announced	in	the	end	of	October	2013	that	Honda	Soltec	would	cease	business	operations	in	the	Spring	of	2014	except	for	support	for	existing	customers
and	the	subsidiary	would	be	dissolved.[73]	Motorsports	Main	article:	Honda	in	motorsport	Honda	has	been	active	in	motorsports,	like	Formula	One,	MotoGP	and	others.	Automobiles	See	also:	Honda	in	Formula	One	Max	Verstappen	won	the	2021	Formula	One	World	Championship	with	a	Honda	power	unit.	Honda	entered	Formula	One	for	the	first
time	in	1964,	just	one	year	after	starting	the	production	of	road	cars,	making	both	engine	and	chassis.	Honda	achieved	their	first	victory	at	the	1965	Mexican	Grand	Prix,	and	another	win	at	the	1967	Italian	Grand	Prix,	before	they	withdrew	after	the	1968	season.	They	returned	to	the	sport	in	1983	as	an	engine	manufacturer,	remaining	until	1992.
This	period	saw	Honda	dominate	Grand	Prix	racing,[74]	as	between	1986	and	1991	they	won	five	consecutive	Drivers'	Championships	with	Nelson	Piquet,	Ayrton	Senna	and	Alain	Prost,	and	six	Constructors'	titles	with	Williams	and	McLaren.[75]	A	third	stint	from	2000	to	2008,	initially	as	engine	maker	and	later	also	as	team	owner,	yielded	17
podiums,	including	one	win,	and	second	place	in	the	2004	constructors'	standings.	They	returned	as	a	power	unit	supplier	for	the	second	year	of	the	hybrid	era	in	2015	and	initially	struggled,	but	intense	development	saw	them	become	race	winners	again	by	2019,	and	in	2021	they	won	the	World	Championship	with	Max	Verstappen	and	Red	Bull
Racing.[76]	Honda	left	Formula	One	after	2021	to	focus	its	resources	on	carbon	neutral	technologies.[77]	Honda	debuted	in	the	CART	IndyCar	World	Series	as	an	engine	supplier	in	1994,	and	the	company	won	six	consecutive	Drivers'	Championships	and	four	Manufacturers'	Championships	between	1996	and	2001.[78]	In	2003,	Honda	transferred	its
effort	to	the	IRL	IndyCar	Series.	In	2004,	Honda	won	the	Indianapolis	500	for	the	first	time	and	claimed	the	Drivers'	and	Manufacturers'	Championships,	a	feat	which	it	repeated	in	2005.[78]	From	2006	to	2011,	Honda	was	the	series'	lone	manufacturer,	before	manufacturer	competition	returned	for	2012.	Since	2012,	Honda's	turbocharged	V6
engines	have	won	the	Indianapolis	500	several	times	as	well	as	claimed	multiple	Drivers'	and	Manufacturers'	titles.[79]	In	the	Japanese	Super	Formula	Championship,	Honda-powered	cars	have	won	the	championship	numerous	times	since	1981,	with	their	title	tally	in	the	double	digits.	In	Formula	Two,	Honda	engines	dominated	the	premier	series	in
1966	and	scored	multiple	titles	in	the	early	1980s.	In	sports	car	racing,	Honda	won	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	in	1995	in	the	GT2	class,[80]	and	in	2010	and	2012	they	won	in	the	LMP2	category.[81]	Honda	made	their	factory	debut	in	the	Super	GT	Series	(previously	known	as	the	All-Japan	GT	Championship)	in	1997,	and	in	2000	they	won	their	first
championships.[82]	Since	then,	they	have	won	several	further	titles,	uniquely	with	both	mid-	and	front-engined	cars.[82]	Through	their	Acura	and	HPD	divisions,	Honda	has	also	competed	in	sports	prototype	racing,	beginning	with	the	Spice-Acura	prototypes	that	won	the	IMSA	GT	Lights	championship	in	1991,	1992	and	1993.	Acura	joined	the
American	Le	Mans	Series	in	2007	and	won	the	12	Hours	of	Sebring	in	class	on	their	debut,	before	winning	the	championship	in	both	the	LMP1	and	LMP2	classes	in	2009.	The	cars	were	rebranded	as	HPDs	for	2010,	after	which	they	won	multiple	titles	in	the	ALMS	and	also	won	the	FIA	World	Endurance	Championship	in	the	LMP2	class.	Acura
returned	to	prototype	racing	in	2018	in	the	DPi	class	of	the	IMSA	SportsCar	Championship,	winning	championship	titles	in	2019	and	2020	as	well	as	the	24	Hours	of	Daytona	overall	in	2021.[83]	Honda's	GT3	car	won	both	the	IMSA	GTD	and	Super	GT	GT300	titles.[84][85]	During	the	Group	A	era	of	the	Japanese	Touring	Car	Championship,	Honda
won	seven	manufacturers'	titles	and	six	drivers'	titles	in	the	sub-1,600	cc	division	between	1986	and	1993.[86]	The	following	Super	Touring	era	of	touring	car	racing	saw	Honda	win	the	Japanese	and	North	American	championships	in	1996	and	1997,	while	in	Europe	Honda's	Super	Touring	cars	claimed	over	40	wins	across	the	British,	German	and
European	series.	After	the	collapse	of	the	Super	Touring	regulations	in	the	early	2000s,	Honda	remained	involved	in	the	British	Touring	Car	Championship,	where	their	cars	would	win	multiple	championships	in	the	mid-2000s	and	throughout	the	2010s.	Honda	entered	the	World	Touring	Car	Championship	in	late	2012,	and	in	2013	they	won	the
Manufacturers'	World	Championship.	Honda's	TCR	car	won	the	global	TCR	Model	of	the	Year	award	in	2019	and	2020.[87]	Motorcycles	Main	article:	Honda	Racing	Corporation	Honda	RC212V	raced	by	Dani	Pedrosa	Honda	Racing	Corporation	(HRC)	was	formed	in	1982.	The	company	combines	participation	in	motorcycle	races	throughout	the	world
with	the	development	of	high-potential	racing	machines.	Its	racing	activities	are	an	important	source	for	the	creation	of	leading-edge	technologies	used	in	the	development	of	Honda	motorcycles.	HRC	also	contributes	to	the	advancement	of	motorcycle	sports	through	a	range	of	activities	that	include	sales	of	production	racing	motorcycles,	support	for
satellite	teams,	and	rider	education	programs.	Soichiro	Honda,	being	a	race	driver	himself,	could	not	stay	out	of	international	motorsport.	In	1959,	Honda	entered	five	motorcycles	into	the	Isle	of	Man	TT	race,	the	most	prestigious	motorcycle	race	in	the	world.	While	always	having	powerful	engines,	it	took	until	1961	for	Honda	to	tune	their	chassis
well	enough	to	allow	Mike	Hailwood	to	claim	their	first	Grand	Prix	victories	in	the	125	and	250	cc	classes.	Hailwood	would	later	pick	up	their	first	Senior	TT	wins	in	1966	and	1967.	Honda's	race	bikes	were	known	for	their	"sleek	&	stylish	design"	and	exotic	engine	configurations,	such	as	the	5-cylinder,	22,000	rpm,	125	cc	bike	and	their	6-cylinder
250	cc	and	297	cc	bikes.	In	1979,	Honda	returned	to	Grand	Prix	motorcycle	racing	with	the	monocoque-framed,	four-stroke	NR500.	The	FIM	rules	limited	engines	to	four	cylinders,	so	the	NR500	had	non-circular,	'race-track',	cylinders,	each	with	8	valves	and	two	connecting	rods,	in	order	to	provide	sufficient	valve	area	to	compete	with	the	dominant
two-stroke	racers.	Unfortunately,	it	seemed	Honda	tried	to	accomplish	too	much	at	one	time	and	the	experiment	failed.	For	the	1982	season,	Honda	debuted	its	first	two-stroke	race	bike,	the	NS500	and	in	1983,	Honda	won	their	first	500	cc	Grand	Prix	World	Championship	with	Freddie	Spencer.	Since	then,	Honda	has	become	a	dominant	marque	in
motorcycle	Grand	Prix	racing,	winning	a	plethora	of	top-level	titles	with	riders	such	as	Mick	Doohan	and	Valentino	Rossi.	Honda	also	head	the	number	of	wins	at	the	Isle	of	Man	TT	having	notched	up	227	victories	in	the	solo	classes	and	Sidecar	TT,[88]	including	Ian	Hutchinson's	clean	sweep	at	the	2010	races.[89]	The	outright	lap	record	on	the
Snaefell	Mountain	Course	was	held	by	Honda,	set	at	the	2015	TT	by	John	McGuinness	at	an	average	speed	of	132.701	mph	(213.562	km/h)	on	a	Honda	CBR1000RR,[90]	bettered	the	next	year	by	Michael	Dunlop	on	a	BMW	S1000RR	at	133.962	mph	(215.591	km/h).[91]	In	the	Motocross	World	Championship,	Honda	has	claimed	six	world
championships.	In	the	World	Enduro	Championship,	Honda	has	captured	eight	titles,	most	recently	with	Stefan	Merriman	in	2003	and	with	Mika	Ahola	from	2007	to	2010.	In	motorcycle	trials,	Honda	has	claimed	three	world	championships	with	Belgian	rider	Eddy	Lejeune.	Electric	and	alternative	fuel	vehicles	2009	Honda	Civic	GX	hooked	up	to	Phill
refueling	system	Compressed	natural	gas	The	Honda	Civic	GX	was	for	a	long	time	the	only	purpose-built	natural	gas	vehicle	(NGV)	commercially	available	in	some	parts	of	the	U.S.[92][93]	The	Honda	Civic	GX	first	appeared	in	1998	as	a	factory-modified	Civic	LX	that	had	been	designed	to	run	exclusively	on	compressed	natural	gas.	The	car	looks	and
drives	just	like	a	contemporary	Honda	Civic	LX,	but	does	not	run	on	gasoline.	In	2001,	the	Civic	GX	was	rated	the	cleanest-burning	internal	combustion	engine	in	the	world	by	the	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency	(EPA).[94][95]	First	leased	to	the	City	of	Los	Angeles,	in	2005,	Honda	started	offering	the	GX	directly	to	the	public	through	factory
trained	dealers	certified	to	service	the	GX.	Before	that,	only	fleets	were	eligible	to	purchase	a	new	Civic	GX.	In	2006,	the	Civic	GX	was	released	in	New	York,	making	it	the	second	state	where	the	consumer	is	able	to	buy	the	car.[96]	In	June	2015,	Honda	announced	its	decision	to	phase	out	the	commercialization	of	natural-gas	powered	vehicles	to
focus	on	the	development	of	a	new	generation	of	electrified	vehicles	such	as	hybrids,	plug-in	electric	cars	and	hydrogen-powered	fuel	cell	vehicles.	Since	2008,	Honda	has	sold	about	16,000	natural-gas	vehicles,	mainly	to	taxi	and	commercial	fleets.[97]	Top:	Brazilian	flexible-fuel	Honda	Civic	Below:	U.S.	Honda	Civic	Hybrid	Flexible-fuel	Honda's
Brazilian	subsidiary	launched	flexible-fuel	versions	for	the	Honda	Civic	and	Honda	Fit	in	late	2006.	As	other	Brazilian	flex-fuel	vehicles,	these	models	run	on	any	blend	of	hydrous	ethanol	(E100)	and	E20-E25	gasoline.[98][99]	Initially,	and	in	order	to	test	the	market	preferences,	the	carmaker	decided	to	produce	a	limited	share	of	the	vehicles	with	flex-
fuel	engines,	33	percent	of	the	Civic	production	and	28	percent	of	the	Fit	models.[98][99]	Also,	the	sale	price	for	the	flex-fuel	version	was	higher	than	the	respective	gasoline	versions,	around	US$1,000	premium	for	the	Civic,	and	US$650	for	the	Fit,	despite	the	fact	that	all	other	flex-fuel	vehicles	sold	in	Brazil	had	the	same	tag	price	as	their	gasoline
versions.[99][100][101]	In	July	2009,	Honda	launched	in	the	Brazilian	market	its	third	flexible-fuel	car,	the	Honda	City.[102]	During	the	last	two	months	of	2006,	both	flex-fuel	models	sold	2,427	cars	against	8,546	gasoline-powered	automobiles,[103]	jumping	to	41,990	flex-fuel	cars	in	2007,[104]	and	reaching	93,361	in	2008.[105]	Due	to	the	success
of	the	flex	versions,	by	early	2009	a	hundred	percent	of	Honda's	automobile	production	for	the	Brazilian	market	is	now	flexible-fuel,	and	only	a	small	percentage	of	gasoline	version	is	produced	in	Brazil	for	exports.[106]	In	March	2009,	Honda	launched	in	the	Brazilian	market	the	first	flex-fuel	motorcycle	in	the	world.	Produced	by	its	Brazilian
subsidiary	Moto	Honda	da	Amazônia,	the	CG	150	Titan	Mix	is	sold	for	around	US$2,700.[107][108][109]	Hybrid	electric	Honda	CR-Z,	the	first	sports	coupe	hybrid	to	come	with	a	six-speed	manual	transmission	In	late	1999,	Honda	launched	the	first	commercial	hybrid	electric	car	sold	in	the	U.S.	market,	the	Honda	Insight,	just	one	month	before	the
introduction	of	the	Toyota	Prius,	and	initially	sold	for	US$20,000.[110][111]	The	first-generation	Insight	was	produced	from	2000	to	2006	and	had	a	fuel	economy	of	70	miles	per	US	gallon	(3.4	L/100	km;	84	mpg‑imp)	for	the	EPA's	highway	rating,	the	most	fuel-efficient	mass-produced	car	at	the	time.[110][111]	Total	global	sales	for	the	Insight
amounted	to	only	around	18,000	vehicles.[111]	Cumulative	global	sales	reached	100,000	hybrids	in	2005	and	200,000	in	2007.[112]	Honda	introduced	the	second-generation	Insight	in	Japan	in	February	2009,	and	released	it	in	other	markets	through	2009	and	in	the	U.S.	market	in	April	2009.	At	$19,800	as	a	five-door	hatchback	it	will	be	the	least
expensive	hybrid	available	in	the	U.S.[113]	2010	Honda	Insight	hybrid	electric	vehicle	(second	generation)	Since	2002,	Honda	has	also	been	selling	the	Honda	Civic	Hybrid	(2003	model)	in	the	U.S.	market.[110]	It	was	followed	by	the	Honda	Accord	Hybrid,	offered	in	model	years	2005	through	2007.	Sales	of	the	Honda	CR-Z	began	in	Japan	in
February	2010,	becoming	Honda's	third	hybrid	electric	car	in	the	market.[114]	As	of	February	2011[update],	Honda	was	producing	around	200,000	hybrids	a	year	in	Japan.[115]	Sales	of	the	Fit	Hybrid	began	in	Japan	in	October	2010,	at	the	time,	the	lowest	price	for	a	gasoline-hybrid	electric	vehicle	sold	in	the	country.[116]	The	European	version,
called	Honda	Jazz	Hybrid,	was	released	in	early	2011.[117]	During	2011	Honda	launched	three	hybrid	models	available	only	in	Japan,	the	Fit	Shuttle	Hybrid,	Freed	Hybrid	and	Freed	Spike	Hybrid.[112]	Honda's	cumulative	global	hybrid	sales	passed	the	1	million	unit	milestone	at	the	end	of	September	2012,	12	years	and	11	months	after	sales	of	the
first	generation	Insight	began	in	Japan	November	1999.[112]	A	total	of	187,851	hybrids	were	sold	worldwide	in	2013,	and	158,696	hybrids	during	the	first	six	months	of	2014.[118][119]	As	of	June	2014[update],	Honda	has	sold	more	than	1.35	million	hybrids	worldwide.[112][118][119]	Hydrogen	fuel	cell	Honda	FCX	Clarity	hydrogen	fuel	cell	vehicle
In	Takanezawa,	Japan,	on	16	June	2008,	Honda	Motors	produced	the	first	assembly-line	FCX	Clarity,	a	hybrid	hydrogen	fuel	cell	vehicle.	More	efficient	than	a	gas-electric	hybrid	vehicle,	the	FCX	Clarity	combines	hydrogen	and	oxygen	from	ordinary	air	to	generate	electricity	for	an	electric	motor.	In	July	2014	Honda	announced	the	end	of	production	of
the	Honda	FCX	Clarity	for	the	2015	model.[120]	The	vehicle	itself	does	not	emit	any	pollutants	and	its	only	by-products	are	heat	and	water.	The	FCX	Clarity	also	has	an	advantage	over	gas-electric	hybrids	in	that	it	does	not	use	an	internal	combustion	engine	to	propel	itself.	Like	a	gas-electric	hybrid,	it	uses	a	lithium	ion	battery	to	assist	the	fuel	cell
during	acceleration	and	capture	energy	through	regenerative	braking,	thus	improving	fuel	efficiency.	The	lack	of	hydrogen	filling	stations	throughout	developed	countries	will	keep	production	volumes	low.[121]	Honda	will	release	the	vehicle	in	groups	of	150.	California	is	the	only	U.S.	market	with	infrastructure	for	fueling	such	a	vehicle,	though	the
number	of	stations	is	still	limited.	Building	more	stations	is	expensive,	as	the	California	Air	Resources	Board	(CARB)	granted	$6.8	million	for	four	H2	fueling	stations,	costing	US$1.7	million	each.[122][123]	Honda	views	hydrogen	fuel	cell	vehicles	as	the	long-term	replacement	of	piston	cars,	not	battery	cars.[124]	Plug-in	electric	vehicles	Honda	Fit	EV
concept	unveiled	at	the	2010	Los	Angeles	Auto	Show	The	all-electric	Honda	EV	Plus	was	introduced	in	1997	as	a	result	of	CARB's	zero-emissions	vehicle	mandate	and	was	available	only	for	leasing	in	California.	The	EV	plus	was	the	first	battery	electric	vehicle	from	a	major	automaker	with	non-lead–acid	batteries	The	EV	Plus	had	an	all-electric	range
of	100	mi	(160	km).	Around	276	units	were	sold	in	the	U.S.	and	production	ended	in	1999.[125][126]	The	all-electric	Honda	Fit	EV	was	introduced	in	2012	and	has	a	range	of	82	mi	(132	km).[127]	The	all-electric	car	was	launched	in	the	U.S.	to	retail	customers	in	July	2012	with	initial	availability	limited	to	California	and	Oregon.[128]	Production	is
limited	to	only	1,100	units	over	the	first	three	years.	A	total	of	1,007	units	have	been	leased	in	the	U.S.	through	September	2014.[129][130][131]	The	Fit	EV	was	released	in	Japan	through	leasing	to	local	government	and	corporate	customers	in	August	2012.	Availability	in	the	Japanese	market	is	limited	to	200	units	during	its	first	two	years.[132]	In
July	2014	Honda	announced	the	end	of	production	of	the	Fit	EV	for	the	2015	model.[120]	The	Honda	Accord	Plug-in	Hybrid	was	introduced	in	2013	and	has	an	all-electric	range	of	13	mi	(21	km)[133]	Sales	began	in	the	U.S.	in	January	2013	and	the	plug-in	hybrid	is	available	only	in	California	and	New	York.[134]	A	total	of	835	units	have	been	sold	in
the	U.S.	through	September	2014.[129][130][131]	The	Accord	PHEV	was	introduced	in	Japan	in	June	2013	and	is	available	only	for	leasing,	primarily	to	corporations	and	government	agencies.[135]	Batteries	In	August	2022,	Honda	and	LG	Energy	Solution	announced	a	joint	venture	to	build	a	new	lithium-ion	battery	factory	in	the	US	for	Honda	and
Acura	electric	vehicles.	At	the	time	of	the	announcement,	the	goal	was	for	40	gigawatt	hours.[136]	Marketing	Japanese	marketing	Honda	Clio	(Saitama,	Japan)	Starting	in	1978,	Honda	in	Japan	decided	to	diversify	its	sales	distribution	channels	and	created	Honda	Verno,	which	sold	established	products	with	a	higher	content	of	standard	equipment	and
more	sporting	nature.[137][138]	The	establishment	of	Honda	Verno	coincided	with	its	new	sports	compact,	the	Honda	Prelude.	Later,	the	Honda	Vigor,	Honda	Ballade,	and	Honda	Quint	were	added	to	Honda	Verno	stores.	This	approach	was	implemented	due	to	efforts	in	place	by	rival	Japanese	automakers	Toyota	and	Nissan.	Honda	Primo	(Osaka)	As
sales	progressed,	Honda	created	two	more	sales	channels,	called	Honda	Clio	in	1984,	and	Honda	Primo	in	1985.	The	Honda	Clio	chain	sold	products	that	were	traditionally	associated	with	Honda	dealerships	before	1978,	like	the	Honda	Accord,	and	Honda	Primo	sold	the	Honda	Civic,	kei	cars	such	as	the	Honda	Today,	superminis	like	the	Honda	Capa,
along	with	other	Honda	products,	such	as	farm	equipment,	lawnmowers,	portable	generators,	and	marine	equipment,	plus	motorcycles	and	scooters	like	the	Honda	Super	Cub.	A	styling	tradition	was	established	when	Honda	Primo	and	Clio	began	operations	in	that	all	Verno	products	had	the	rear	license	plate	installed	in	the	rear	bumper,	while	Primo
and	Clio	products	had	the	rear	license	plate	installed	on	the	trunk	lid	or	rear	door	for	minivans.	The	Renault	Clio	was	sold	in	Japan	at	Nissan	dealerships,	but	was	renamed	the	Renault	Lutecia.[139]	Lutecia	is	derived	from	the	name	of	Lutetia,	an	ancient	Roman	city	that	was	the	predecessor	of	Paris.	Honda	Verno	(2008)	As	time	progressed	and	sales
began	to	diminish	partly	due	to	the	collapse	of	the	Japanese	"bubble	economy",	"supermini"	and	"kei"	vehicles	that	were	specific	to	Honda	Primo	were	"badge	engineered"	and	sold	at	the	other	two	sales	channels,	thereby	providing	smaller	vehicles	that	sold	better	at	both	Honda	Verno	and	Honda	Clio	locations.	As	of	March	2006,	the	three	sales	chains
were	discontinued,	with	the	establishment	of	Honda	Cars	dealerships.[140]	While	the	network	was	disbanded,	some	Japanese	Honda	dealerships	still	use	the	network	names,	offering	all	Japanese	market	Honda	cars	at	all	locations.	Honda	Wing	motorcycle	dealership	(Japan)	Honda	sells	genuine	accessories	through	a	separate	retail	chain	called	Honda
Access	for	both	their	motorcycle,	scooter,	and	automobile	products.	In	cooperation	with	corporate	group	partner	Pioneer,	Honda	sells	an	aftermarket	line	of	audio	and	in-car	navigation	equipment	that	can	be	installed	in	any	vehicle	under	the	brand	name	Gathers,	which	is	available	at	Honda	Access	locations	as	well	as	Japanese	auto	parts	retailers,
such	as	Autobacs.	Buyers	of	used	vehicles	are	directed	to	a	specific	Honda	retail	chain	that	sells	only	used	vehicles	called	Honda	Auto	Terrace.	In	the	spring	of	2012,	Honda	in	Japan	introduced	Honda	Cars	Small	Store	which	is	devoted	to	compact	cars	like	the	Honda	Fit,	and	kei	vehicles	like	the	Honda	N-One	and	Honda	S660	roadster.	All	cars	sold	at
Honda	Verno	Prelude,	Integra,	CR-X,	Vigor,	Saber,	Ballade,	Quint,	Crossroad,	Element,	NSX,	HR-V,	Mobilio	Spike,	S2000,	CR-V,	That's,	MDX,	Rafaga,	Capa,	and	the	Torneo	All	cars	sold	at	Honda	Clio	Accord,	Legend,	Inspire,	Avancier,	S-MX,	Lagreat,	Stepwgn,	Elysion,	Stream,	Odyssey	(int'l),	Domani,	Concerto,	Accord	Tourer,	Logo,	Fit,	Insight,
That's,	Mobilio,	and	the	City	All	cars	sold	at	Honda	Primo	Civic,	Life,	Acty,	Vamos,	Hobio,	Ascot,	Ascot	Innova,	Torneo,	Civic	Ferio,	Freed,	Mobilio,	Orthia,	Capa,	Today,	Z,	and	the	Beat	International	marketing	A	Honda	dealership	in	Ontario,	Canada	A	Honda	dealership	in	Dreghorn,	Scotland	In	2003,	Honda	released	its	Cog	advertisement	in	the	UK
and	on	the	Internet.	To	make	the	ad,	the	engineers	at	Honda	constructed	a	Rube	Goldberg	Machine	made	entirely	out	of	car	parts	from	a	Honda	Accord	Touring.	To	the	chagrin	of	the	engineers	at	Honda,	all	the	parts	were	taken	from	two	of	only	six	hand-assembled	pre-production	models	of	the	Accord.	The	advertisement	depicted	a	single	cog	which
sets	off	a	chain	of	events	that	ends	with	the	Honda	Accord	moving	and	Garrison	Keillor	speaking	the	tagline,	"Isn't	it	nice	when	things	just...	work?"	It	took	606	takes	to	get	it	perfect.[141]	Honda	has	done	humor	marketing	such	as	its	1985	four-page	"How	to	fit	six	Hondas	in	a	two-car	garage"	print	ad[142]	or	"descending	so	low	in	a	parking	garage,
they	pass	stalagmites	and	a	Gollum-like	figure."[143]	In	2004,	they	produced	the	Grrr	advert,	usually	immediately	followed	by	a	shortened	version	of	the	2005	Impossible	Dream	advert.	In	December	2005,	Honda	released	The	Impossible	Dream	a	two-minute	panoramic	advertisement	filmed	in	New	Zealand,	Japan,	and	Argentina	which	illustrates	the
founder's	dream	to	build	performance	vehicles.	While	singing	the	song	"Impossible	Dream",	a	man	reaches	for	his	racing	helmet,	leaves	his	trailer	on	a	minibike,	then	rides	a	succession	of	vintage	Honda	vehicles:	a	motorcycle,	then	a	car,	then	a	powerboat,	then	goes	over	a	waterfall	only	to	reappear	piloting	a	hot	air	balloon,	with	Garrison	Keillor
saying	"I	couldn't	have	put	it	better	myself"	as	the	song	ends.	The	song	is	from	the	1960s	musical	Man	of	La	Mancha,	sung	by	Andy	Williams.	In	2006,	Honda	released	its	Choir	advertisement,	for	the	UK	and	the	internet.	This	had	a	60-person	choir	who	sang	the	car	noises	as	the	film	of	the	Honda	Civic	is	shown.	In	the	mid	to	late	2000s	in	the	United
States,	during	model	close-out	sales	for	the	current	year	before	the	start	of	the	new	model	year,	Honda's	advertising	has	had	an	animated	character	known	simply	as	Mr.	Opportunity,	voiced	by	Rob	Paulsen.	The	casual-looking	man	talked	about	various	deals	offered	by	Honda	and	ended	with	the	phrase	"I'm	Mr.	Opportunity,	and	I'm	knockin'",
followed	by	him	"knocking"	on	the	television	screen	or	"thumping"	the	speaker	at	the	end	of	radio	ads.	In	addition,	commercials	for	Honda's	international	hatchback,	the	Jazz,	are	parodies	of	well-known	pop	culture	images	such	as	Tetris	and	Thomas	The	Tank	Engine.	In	late	2006,	Honda	released	an	ad	with	ASIMO	exploring	a	museum,	looking	at	the
exhibits	with	almost	childlike	wonderment	(spreading	out	its	arms	in	the	aerospace	exhibit,	waving	hello	to	an	astronaut	suit	that	resembles	him,	etc.),	while	Garrison	Keillor	ruminates	on	progress.	It	concludes	with	the	tagline:	"More	forwards	please".	Honda	also	sponsored	ITV's	coverage	of	Formula	One	in	the	UK	for	2007.	However,	they	had
announced	that	they	would	not	continue	in	2008	due	to	the	sponsorship	price	requested	by	ITV	being	too	high.	In	May	2007,	focuses	on	their	strengths	in	racing	and	the	use	of	the	Red	H	badge	–	a	symbol	of	what	is	termed	as	"Hondamentalism".	The	campaign	highlights	the	lengths	that	Honda	engineers	go	to	in	order	to	get	the	most	out	of	an	engine,
whether	it	is	for	bikes,	cars,	powerboats	–	even	lawnmowers.	Honda	released	its	Hondamentalism	campaign.	In	the	TV	spot,	Garrison	Keillor	says,	"An	engineer	once	said	to	build	something	great	is	like	swimming	in	honey",	while	Honda	engineers	in	white	suits	walk	and	run	towards	a	great	light,	battling	strong	winds	and	flying	debris,	holding	on	to
anything	that	will	keep	them	from	being	blown	away.	Finally	one	of	the	engineers	walks	towards	a	red	light,	his	hand	outstretched.	A	web	address	is	shown	for	the	Hondamentalism	website.	The	digital	campaign	aims	to	show	how	visitors	to	the	site	share	many	of	the	Hondamentalist	characteristics.	At	the	beginning	of	2008,	Honda	released	–	the
Problem	Playground.	The	advert	outlines	Honda's	environmental	responsibility,	demonstrating	a	hybrid	engine,	more	efficient	solar	panels,	and	the	FCX	Clarity,	a	hydrogen-powered	car.	The	90-second	advert	has	large-scale	puzzles,	involving	Rubik's	Cubes,	large	shapes,	and	a	3-dimensional	puzzle.	On	29	May	2008,	Honda,	in	partnership	with
Channel	4,	broadcast	a	live	advertisement.	It	showed	skydivers	jumping	from	an	airplane	over	Spain	and	forming	the	letters	H,	O,	N,	D,	and	A	in	mid-air.	This	live	advertisement	is	generally	agreed	to	be	the	first	of	its	kind	on	British	television.	The	ad	lasted	three	minutes.[144]	In	2009,	American	Honda	released	the	Dream	the	Impossible	documentary
series,	a	collection	of	5-	to	8-minute	web	vignettes	that	focus	on	the	core	philosophies	of	Honda.	Current	short	films	include	Failure:	The	Secret	to	Success,	Kick	Out	the	Ladder	and	Mobility	2088.	They	have	Honda	employees	as	well	as	Danica	Patrick,	Christopher	Guest,	Ben	Bova,	Chee	Pearlman,	Joe	Johnston	and	Orson	Scott	Card.	The	film	series
plays	at	dreams.honda.com.	In	the	UK,	national	television	ads	feature	voice-overs	from	American	radio	host	Garrison	Keillor,	while	in	the	US	the	voice	of	Honda	commercials	is	actor	and	director	Fred	Savage.	In	the	North	American	market,	Honda	starts	all	of	its	commercials	with	a	two-tone	jingle	since	the	mid-2010s.	Sports	The	late	F1	driver	Ayrton
Senna	stated	that	Honda	probably	played	the	most	significant	role	in	his	three	world	championships.	He	had	immense	respect	for	founder,	Soichiro	Honda,	and	had	a	good	relationship	with	Nobuhiko	Kawamoto,	the	chairman	of	Honda	at	that	time.	Senna	once	called	Honda	"the	greatest	company	in	the	world".[145]	As	part	of	its	marketing	campaign,
Honda	is	an	official	partner	and	sponsor	of	the	National	Hockey	League,	the	Anaheim	Ducks	of	the	NHL,	and	the	arena	named	after	it:	Honda	Center.	Honda	also	sponsors	The	Honda	Classic	golf	tournament	and	is	a	sponsor	of	Major	League	Soccer.	The	"Honda	Player	of	the	Year"	award	is	presented	in	United	States	soccer.	The	"Honda	Sports
Award"	is	given	to	the	best	female	athlete	in	each	of	twelve	college	sports	in	the	United	States.	One	of	the	twelve	Honda	Sports	Award	winners	is	chosen	to	receive	the	Honda-Broderick	Cup,	as	"Collegiate	Woman	Athlete	of	the	Year."	Honda	sponsored	La	Liga	club	Valencia	CF	starting	from	2014–15	season.[146]	Honda	has	been	a	presenting	sponsor
of	the	Los	Angeles	Marathon	since	2010	in	a	three-year	sponsorship	deal,	with	winners	of	the	LA	Marathon	receiving	a	free	Honda	Accord.	Since	1989,	the	Honda	Campus	All-Star	Challenge	has	been	a	quizbowl	tournament	for	Historically	black	colleges	and	universities.	Facilities	(partial	list)	Main	article:	List	of	Honda	facilities	US	sales	Calendar
year	Total	US	sales[147]	1992	768,845	1993	716,546	1994	788,230	1995	794,579	1996	843,928	1997	940,386	1998	1,009,600	1999	1,076,893	2000	1,158,860	2001	1,207,639	2002	1,247,834	2003	1,349,847	2004	1,394,398	2005	1,462,472	2006	1,509,358	2007	1,551,542[148]	2008	1,284,261[148]	2009	1,150,784[149]	2010	1,230,480[149]	2011
1,147,000[150]	2012	1,422,000[150]	2013	1,525,312[151]	2014	1,540,872	2015	1,586,551[152]	2016	1,637,942[153]	2017	1,641,429[154]	2018	1,604,828[155]	2019	1,608,170[155]	Production	numbers	Calendar	year	Global	production	2009	3,012,000[156]	2010	3,643,000[156]	2011	2,909,000[150]	2012	4,110,000[150]	2013	4,112,000[157]	2014
4,513,769[158]	2015	4,543,838[159]	2016	4,999,266[160]	2017	5,236,842[161]	2018	5,357,013[162]	See	also	Tokyo	portal	Companies	portal	Comparison	of	Honda	water-pumps	Honda	advanced	technology	Honda	Airport	Honda	Battle	of	the	Bands	Honda	G-Con	Honda	F.C.,	football	(soccer)	club	Honda	Heat,	rugby	union	club	Honda	in	motorsport
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Motorcycles	at	Curlie	"Company	history	books	(Shashi)".	Shashi	Interest	Group.	April	2016.	Wiki	collection	of	bibliographic	works	on	Honda	Retrieved	from	"	2Sports	car	endurance	race	held	in	Daytona,	FL,	US	24	Hours	of	DaytonaWeatherTech	SportsCar	ChampionshipVenueDaytona	International	SpeedwayCorporate	sponsorRolexFirst
race1962Duration24	hoursPrevious	namesDaytona	3	Hour	Continental	(1962–1963)Daytona	2000	(1964–1965)24	Hours	of	Daytona	(1966–1971,	1973,	1975–1977)6	Hours	of	Daytona	(1972)24	Hour	Pepsi	Challenge	(1978–1983)SunBank	24	at	Daytona	(1984–1991)Rolex	24	At	Daytona	(1992–)Most	wins	(driver)Hurley	Haywood	(5)Scott	Pruett	(5)Most
wins	(team)Chip	Ganassi	Racing	(6)Most	wins	(manufacturer)Porsche	(18)	The	24	Hours	of	Daytona,	also	known	as	the	Rolex	24	At	Daytona	for	sponsorship	reasons,	is	a	24-hour	sports	car	endurance	race	held	annually	at	Daytona	International	Speedway	in	Daytona	Beach,	Florida.	It	is	run	on	the	Sports	Car	Course	layout,	a	3.56-mile	(5.73	km)
combined	road	course	that	uses	most	of	the	tri-oval	plus	an	infield	road	course.	Held	on	the	last	weekend	of	January	or	first	weekend	of	February	as	part	of	Speedweeks,	it	is	the	first	major	automobile	race	of	the	year	in	North	America.	The	race	is	sanctioned	by	IMSA	and	is	the	first	race	of	the	season	for	the	IMSA	SportsCar	Championship.	The	race
has	borne	the	names	of	several	sponsors	over	the	years.	Since	1992,	the	Rolex	Watch	Company	has	been	the	title	sponsor	of	the	race,	replacing	Sunbank,	which	replaced	Pepsi	in	1984.	Winning	drivers	of	all	classes	receive	a	Rolex	Daytona	watch.	The	race	has	been	known	historically	as	a	leg	of	the	informal	Triple	Crown	of	endurance	racing.[1]
Beginnings	Shortly	after	the	track	opened,	on	April	5,	1959,	a	six-hour/1000	kilometer	USAC-FIA	sports	car	race	was	held	on	the	road	course.	Count	Antonio	Von	Dory	and	Roberto	Mieres	won	the	race	in	a	Porsche,	shortened	to	560.07	miles	due	to	darkness.[2]	The	race	used	a	3.81-mile	layout,	running	counter-clockwise.[3]	In	1962,	a	few	years	after
the	track	was	built,	a	3-hour	sports	car	race	was	introduced.	Known	as	the	Daytona	Continental,	it	counted	towards	the	FIA's	new	International	Championship	for	GT	Manufacturers.	The	first	Continental	was	won	by	Dan	Gurney,	driving	a	2.7L	Coventry	Climax-powered	Lotus	19.[1]	Gurney	was	a	factory	Porsche	driver	at	the	time,	but	the	1600-cc
Porsche	718	was	considered	too	small	and	slow	for	what	amounted	to	a	sprint	race	on	a	very	fast	course.	In	the	past,	a	car	had	to	cross	the	finish	line	after	24	hours	to	be	classified,	which	led	to	dramatic	scenes	where	damaged	cars	waited	in	the	pits	or	on	the	edge	of	the	track	close	to	the	finish	line	for	hours,	then	restarted	their	engines	and	crawled
across	the	finish	line	one	last	time	in	order	to	finish	after	the	24	hours	and	be	listed	with	a	finishing	distance,	rather	than	dismissed	with	DNF	(Did	Not	Finish).	This	was	the	case	in	the	initial	1962	Daytona	Continental	(then	3	hours),	in	which	Dan	Gurney's	Lotus	19	had	established	a	lengthy	lead	when	the	engine	failed	with	just	minutes	remaining.
Gurney	stopped	the	car	at	the	top	of	the	banking,	just	short	of	the	finish	line.	When	the	three	hours	had	elapsed,	Gurney	simply	cranked	the	steering	wheel	to	the	left	(toward	the	bottom	of	the	banking)	and	let	gravity	pull	the	car	across	the	line,	to	not	only	salvage	a	finishing	position,	but	actually	win	the	race.[1]	This	led	to	the	international	rule
requiring	a	car	to	cross	the	line	under	its	own	power	in	order	to	be	classified.	In	1964,	the	event	was	expanded	to	2,000	km	(1,240	mi),	doubling	the	classic	1000	km	distance	of	races	at	Nürburgring,	Spa	and	Monza.	The	distance	amounted	to	roughly	half	of	the	distance	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	winners	covered	at	the	time,	and	was	similar	in	length
to	the	12	Hours	of	Sebring,	which	was	also	held	in	Florida	in	March.	Starting	in	1966,	the	Daytona	race	was	extended	to	the	same	24-hour	length	as	Le	Mans.	24-hour	history	The	first	24	Hour	event	in	1966	was	won	by	Ken	Miles	and	Lloyd	Ruby	driving	a	Ford	Mk.	II.	Motor	Sport	reported:	"For	their	first	24-hour	race	the	basic	organization	was	good,
but	the	various	officials	in	many	cases	were	out	of	touch,	childish	and	lacked	the	professional	touch	which	one	now	finds	at	Watkins	Glen."[4]	1966	also	saw	Suzy	Dietrich	enter	the	24	Hours	event,	driving	a	Sunbeam	Alpine	with	Janet	Guthrie	and	Donna	Mae	Mims.	The	trio	finished	32nd	and,	along	with	another	women's	team	in	the	race,	became	the
first	women's	teams	to	finish	an	international-standard	24-hour	race.[5]	After	having	lost	in	1966	at	Daytona,	Sebring	and	Le	Mans	to	the	Fords,	the	Ferrari	P	series	prototypes	staged	a	1–2–3	side-by-side	parade	finish	at	the	banked	finish	line	in	1967.[6]	The	Ferrari	365	GTB/4	road	car	was	given	the	unofficial	name	Ferrari	Daytona	in	celebration	of
this	victory.[7]	Pit	box	of	the	Ford	team	during	the	24	hours	of	Daytona,	1967	Porsche	repeated	this	show	in	their	1–2–3	win	in	the	1968	24	Hours.	After	the	car	of	Gerhard	Mitter	had	a	big	crash	caused	by	tire	failure	in	the	banking,	his	teammate	Rolf	Stommelen	supported	the	car	of	Vic	Elford	and	Jochen	Neerpasch.[clarification	needed]	When	the
car	of	the	longtime	leaders	Jo	Siffert	and	Hans	Herrmann	dropped	to	second	due	to	a	technical	problem,	these	two	also	joined	the	new	leaders	while	continuing	with	their	car.	So	Porsche	managed	to	put	5	of	8	drivers	on	the	center	of	the	podium,	plus	Jo	Schlesser	and	Joe	Buzzetta	finishing	in	third	place,	with	only	Mitter	being	left	out.[8]	Lola	finished
1–2	in	the	1969	24	Hours	of	Daytona.	The	winning	car	was	the	Penske	Lola	T70-Chevrolet	of	Mark	Donohue	and	Chuck	Parsons.[9]	Few	spectators	witnessed	the	achievement	as	Motor	Sport	reported:	"The	Daytona	24-Hour	race	draws	a	very	small	crowd,	as	can	be	seen	from	the	empty	stands	in	the	background."[10]	1970	saw	the	race	with	drivers
strapped	into	their	cars,	and	at	the	start,	drove	away.	Since	1971,	races	begin	with	rolling	starts.	In	1972,	because	of	an	FIA	rule,	the	race	was	shortened	to	six	hours,	while	the	energy	crisis	led	to	the	cancellation	altogether	in	1974.[11]	The	Sports	Car	Club	of	America	sanctioning	was	replaced	by	the	International	Motor	Sports	Association	in	1975.
[12]	In	1982	the	race	continued	on	as	part	of	the	IMSA	GT	Championship	instead	of	WSC.	In	2014,	the	race	saw	a	dramatic	crash	involving	Memo	Gidley	who	was	driving	the	pole-sitter	DP	and	Matteo	Malucelli,	an	amateur	driver	in	a	Ferrari	458	of	the	GTD	category	that	has	never	won	a	race	in	North	American	Endurance.	At	the	time	of	the	impact,
Malucelli	was	driving	at	less	than	30	mph	and	keeping	on	the	track	while	cars	were	passing	him	at	150	mph.	Memo,	who	was	side	by	side	to	another	car	couldn't	have	seen	him	and	impacted	front	first.	The	race	was	subsequently	red-flagged.	Both	drivers	survived.	The	regular	teams	were	expanded	to	three	drivers	in	the	1970s.	Nowadays,	four
drivers	compete	typically	because	of	the	longer	night	driving.	In	the	professional-based	DPi	Prototype	and	ACO	GTE	classes,	all	four	drivers	are	usually	professionals.	In	the	ACO	LMP2	and	SRO	Group	GT3-based	classes,	many	of	these	additional	drivers	are	known	as	"amateur	drivers,"	under	current	FIA	specifications.	Amateur	drivers	are	sportsman
drivers	that	have	built	a	career	in	a	non-motorsport	related	occupation.	These	type	of	drivers	are	typically	eligible	for	IMSA's	Jim	Trueman	and	Bob	Akin	awards,	awarded	to	the	top	driver	who	is	not	a	professional	at	the	end	of	season.	These	amateur	drivers	or	overage	professional	drivers	(FIA	Silver	or	Bronze	are	typically	for	amateur	drivers	but
professional	drivers	over	55	are	automatically	classified	at	this	level)	are	required	in	the	car	for	a	specific	number	of	hours.	Most	often,	the	fourth	driver	in	all	classes	is	a	Daytona-only	professional	driver	of	renown	that	most	often	has	won	a	major	professional	championship,	such	as	Scott	Dixon,	Jeff	Gordon,	Fernando	Alonso,	Shane	van	Gisbergen	and
Kyle	Busch.	Unlike	the	Le	Mans	event,	the	Daytona	race	is	conducted	entirely	over	a	closed	course	within	the	speedway	arena	without	the	use	of	any	public	streets.	Most	parts	of	the	steep	banking	are	included,	interrupted	with	a	chicane	on	the	back	straight	and	a	sweeping,	fast	infield	section	which	includes	two	hairpins.	Unlike	Le	Mans,	the	race	is
held	in	wintertime,	when	nights	are	at	their	longest.	There	are	lights	installed	around	the	circuit	for	night	racing,	although	the	infield	section	is	still	not	as	well-lit	as	the	main	oval.	However,	the	stadium	lights	are	turned	on	only	to	a	level	of	20%,	similar	to	the	stadium	lighting	setup	at	Le	Mans,	with	brighter	lights	around	the	pit	straight,	and	decent
lighting	similar	to	street	lights	around	the	circuit.[13]	GTP	Daytona	Prototype	After	several	ownership	changes	at	IMSA	which	changed	the	direction	the	organization	followed,	it	was	decided	by	the	1990s	that	the	Daytona	event	would	align	with	the	Grand-Am	series,	a	competitor	of	the	American	Le	Mans	Series,	which,	as	its	name	implies,	uses	the
same	regulations	as	the	Le	Mans	Series	and	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans.	The	Grand	Am	series,	though,	is	instead	closely	linked	to	NASCAR	and	the	original	ideas	of	IMSA	and	focused	on	controlled	costs	and	close	competition.	In	order	to	make	sports	car	racing	less	expensive	than	elsewhere,	new	rules	were	introduced	in	2002.	The	dedicated	Daytona
Prototypes	(DP)	use	less	expensive	materials	and	technologies	and	the	car's	simple	aerodynamics	reduce	the	development	and	testing	costs.	The	DPs	began	racing	in	2003	with	six	cars	in	the	race.[14]	Specialist	chassis	makers	like	Riley,	Dallara,	and	Lola	provide	the	DP	cars	for	the	teams	and	the	engines	are	branded	under	the	names	of	major	car
companies	like	Cadillac,	Lexus,	Ford,	BMW,	and	Porsche.	2017	saw	the	introduction	of	the	DPi	prototypes,	these	cars	were	based	on	LMP2	chassis	with	a	custom	engine	and	bodywork	from	a	major	manufacturer	For	2023,	the	race	will	adopt	the	LMDh	prototype	specification,	although	Le	Mans	Hypercars	will	also	be	permitted.	The	series	will	also
return	to	the	Grand	Touring	Prototype	name	from	the	1980's.	GT3	Ford	Mustang	GT	car	during	the	2012	Daytona	24	hours	The	Gran	Turismo	class	cars	at	Daytona	are	closer	to	the	road	versions,	similar	to	the	GT3	class	elsewhere.	For	example,	the	more	standard	Cup	version	of	the	Porsche	996	is	used,	instead	of	the	usual	RS/RSR	racing	versions.
Recent	Daytona	entries	also	include	BMW	M3s	and	M6s,	Porsche	911s,	Chevy	Camaros	and	Corvettes,	Mazda	RX-8s,	Pontiac	GTO.Rs,	and	Ferrari	F430	Challenges.	The	Audi	R8	and	the	Ferrari	458	Italia	debuted	in	the	50th	anniversary	of	the	race	in	2012.	From	the	era	of	the	IMSA	GTO	and	GTU	until	the	2015	rule	changes,	spaceframe	cars	clad	in
lookalike	body	panels	to	compete	in	GT	(the	new	BMW	M6,	Chevrolet	Camaro,	and	Mazda	RX-8).	These	rules	are	similar	to	the	old	GTO	specification,	but	with	more	restrictions.	The	intent	of	spaceframe	cars	is	to	allow	teams	to	save	money,	especially	after	crashes,	where	teams	can	rebuild	the	cars	for	the	next	race	at	a	much	lower	cost,	or	even
redevelop	cars,	instead	of	having	to	write	off	an	entire	car	after	a	crash	or	at	the	end	of	a	year.	Starting	in	2014	the	GT	Daytona	class	was	restricted	exclusively	to	Group	GT3	cars.	Alongside	this	came	the	GTLM	class,	using	LM	GTE	cars,	similar	to	the	WEC.	In	2022	the	GTLM	class	was	replaced	by	GTD	Pro,	using	the	same	cars	as	GTD.[15]	A	single
GTLM	car,	the	Corvette	C8.R,	was	also	permitted	to	compete	in	the	class	with	its	performance	adjusted	to	the	GTD	cars.	GX	Class	The	2013	race	was	the	first	and	only	year	for	the	GX	class.	Six	cars	started	in	the	event.	The	class	consisted	of	purpose	built	production	Porsche	Cayman	S	and	Mazda	6	racecars.	Mazda	debuted	their	first	diesel	racecar
there	which	is	the	first	time	a	diesel	fuel	racecar	ever	started	at	the	Daytona	24.	Throughout	the	race	the	Caymans	were	dominant,	while	all	three	Mazdas	suffered	premature	engine	failure	and	retired	from	the	race.	By	a	9	lap	lead,	the	#16	Napleton	Porsche	Cayman,	driven	by	David	Donohue,	was	the	GX	winner.	Most	wins	Drivers	with	the	most
overall	wins	Rank	Driver	Wins	Years	1	Hurley	Haywood	5	1973,	1975,	1977,	1979,	1991	Scott	Pruett	1994,	2007,	2008,	2011,	2013	3	Pedro	Rodríguez	4	1963,	1964,	1970,	1971	Bob	Wollek	1983,	1985,	1989,	1991	Peter	Gregg	1973,	1975,	1976,	1978	Rolf	Stommelen	1968,	1978,	1980,	1982	7	Brian	Redman	3	1970,	1976,	1981	Andy	Wallace	1990,
1997,	1999	Butch	Leitzinger	1994,	1997,	1999	Derek	Bell	1986,	1987,	1989	Juan	Pablo	Montoya	2007,	2008,	2013	Memo	Rojas	2008,	2011,	2013	Christian	Fittipaldi	2004,	2014,	2018	João	Barbosa	2010,	2014,	2018	Scott	Dixon	2006,	2015,	2020	16	Ken	Miles	2	1965,	1966	Lloyd	Ruby	1965,	1966	A.	J.	Foyt	1983,	1985	Al	Holbert	1986,	1987	Al	Unser
Jr.	1986,	1987	Jan	Lammers	1988,	1990	John	Paul	Jr.	1982,	1997	Elliott	Forbes-Robinson	1997,	1999	Mauro	Baldi	1998,	2002	Didier	Theys	1998,	2002	Wayne	Taylor	1996,	2005	Terry	Borcheller	2004,	2010	Scott	Sharp	1996,	2016	Max	Angelelli	2005,	2017	Jordan	Taylor	2017,	2019	Kamui	Kobayashi	2019,	2020	Renger	van	der	Zande	2019,	2020
Ricky	Taylor	2017,	2021	Filipe	Albuquerque	2018,	2021	Helio	Castroneves	2021,	2022	Manufacturers	Porsche	has	the	most	overall	victories	of	any	manufacturer	with	22,	scored	by	various	models,	including	the	road	based	911,	935	and	996.	Porsche	also	won	a	record	11	consecutive	races	from	1977	to	1987	and	won	18	out	of	23	races	from	1968	to
1991.	Rank	Constructor	Wins	Years	1	Porsche	18	1968,	1970–71,	1973,	1975,	1977–83,	1985–87,	1989,	1991,	2003	2	Riley	10	2005–13,	2015	3	Ferrari	5	1963–64,	1967,	1972,	1998	4	Cadillac	4	2017–20	5	Riley	&	Scott	3	1996–97,	1999	6	Ford	2	1965–66	Jaguar	1988,	1990	Nissan	1992,	1994	Acura	2021–22	10	Lotus	1	1962	Lola	1969	BMW	1976
March	1984	Toyota	1993	Kremer	1995	Dodge	2000	Chevrolet	2001	Dallara	2002	Doran	2004	Coyote	2014	Ligier	2016	Engine	manufacturers	In	addition	to	their	18	wins	as	both	car	and	engine	manufacturers,	Porsche	has	four	wins	solely	as	an	engine	manufacturer,	in	1984,	1995,	and	two	in	the	Daytona	Prototype	era	in	2009	and	2010.	Rank	Engine
manufacturer	Wins	Years	1	Porsche	22	1968,	1970–71,	1973,	1975,	1977–87,	1989,	1991,	1995,	2003,	2009–10	2	Ford	6	1965–66,	1997,	1999,	2012,	2015	3	Ferrari	5	1963–64,	1967,	1972,	1998	4	Cadillac	4	2017–20	5	BMW	3	1976,	2011,	2013	Chevrolet	1969,	2001,	2014	Lexus	2006–08	8	Jaguar	2	1988,	1990	Nissan	1992,	1994	Pontiac	2004–05
Acura	2021–22	12	Coventry	Climax	1	1962	Toyota	1993	Oldsmobile	1996	Dodge	2000	Judd	2002	Honda	2016	Overall	winners	Year	Date	Drivers	Team	Car	Tire	Car	#	Distance	Championship	1966	February	5February	6	Ken	Miles	Lloyd	Ruby	Shelby-American	Inc.	Ford	GT40	Mk.	II	G	98	2,583.178	mi	(4,157.222	km)	International	Championship	for
Sports-PrototypesInternational	Championship	for	Sports	Cars	1967	February	4February	5	Lorenzo	Bandini	Chris	Amon	SpA	Ferrari	SEFAC	Ferrari	330	P4	F	23	2,537.460	mi	(4,083.646	km)	International	Championship	for	Sports-PrototypesInternational	Championship	for	Sports	Cars	1968	February	3February	4	Vic	Elford	Jochen	Neerpasch	Rolf
Stommelen	Jo	Siffert	Hans	Herrmann	Porsche	System	Engineering	Porsche	907LH	D	54	2,564.130	mi	(4,126.567	km)	International	Championship	for	Makes	1969	February	1February	2	Mark	Donohue	Chuck	Parsons	Roger	Penske	Sunoco	Racing	Lola	T70	Mk.3B-Chevrolet	G	6	2,385.060	mi	(3,838.382	km)	International	Championship	for	Makes	1970
January	31February	1	Pedro	Rodríguez	Leo	Kinnunen	Brian	Redman	J.W.	Engineering	Porsche	917K	F	2	2,758.440	mi	(4,439.279	km)	International	Championship	for	Makes	1971	January	30January	31	Pedro	Rodríguez	Jackie	Oliver	J.W.	Automotive	Engineering	Porsche	917K	F	2	2,621.280	mi	(4,218.542	km)	International	Championship	for	Makes
1973	February	2February	3	Peter	Gregg	Hurley	Haywood	Brumos	Porsche	Porsche	Carrera	RSR	G	59	2,552.700	mi	(4,108.172	km)	World	Championship	for	Makes	1975	February	1February	2	Peter	Gregg	Hurley	Haywood	Brumos	Porsche	Porsche	Carrera	RSR	G	59	2,606.040	mi	(4,194.015	km)	World	Championship	for	MakesIMSA	Camel	GT
Challenge	1976	January	31February	1	Peter	Gregg	Brian	Redman	John	Fitzpatrick	BMW	of	North	America	BMW	3.0	CSL	G	59	2,092.800	mi	(3,368.035	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	Challenge	1977	February	5February	6	Hurley	Haywood	John	Graves	Dave	Helmick	Ecurie	Escargot	Porsche	Carrera	RSR	G	43	2,615.040	mi	(4,208.499	km)	World	Championship
for	MakesIMSA	Camel	GT	Challenge	1978	February	4February	5	Peter	Gregg	Rolf	Stommelen	Toine	Hezemans	Brumos	Porsche	Porsche	935/77	G	99	2,611.200	mi	(4,202.319	km)	World	Championship	of	MakesIMSA	Camel	GT	Challenge	1979	February	3February	4	Hurley	Haywood	Ted	Field	Danny	Ongais	Interscope	Racing	Porsche	935/79	G	0
2,626.560	mi	(4,227.039	km)	World	Championship	of	MakesIMSA	Winston	GT	1980	February	2February	3	Rolf	Stommelen	Volkert	Merl	Reinhold	Joest	L&M	Joest	Racing	Porsche	935J	D	2	2,745.600	mi	(4,418.615	km)	World	Championship	of	MakesIMSA	GT	1981	January	31February	1	Bobby	Rahal	Brian	Redman	Bob	Garretson	Garretson
Racing/Style	Auto	Porsche	935	K3	G	9	2,718.720	mi	(4,375.355	km)	World	Endurance	ChampionshipIMSA	Camel	GT	1982	January	30January	31	John	Paul	Sr.	John	Paul	Jr.	Rolf	Stommelen	JLP	Racing	Porsche	935	JLP-3	G	18	2,760.960	mi	(4,443.334	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1983	February	5February	6	A.	J.	Foyt	Preston	Henn	Bob	Wollek	Claude	Ballot-
Léna	Henn's	Swap	Shop	Racing	Porsche	935L	G	6	2,373.120	mi	(3,819.167	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1984	February	4February	5	Sarel	van	der	Merwe	Tony	Martin	Graham	Duxbury	Kreepy	Krauly	Racing	March	83G-Porsche	G	00	2,476.800	mi	(3,986.023	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1985	February	2February	3	A.	J.	Foyt	Bob	Wollek	Al	Unser	Thierry	Boutsen
Henn's	Swap	Shop	Racing	Porsche	962	G	8	2,502.680	mi	(4,027.673	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1986	February	1February	2	Al	Holbert	Derek	Bell	Al	Unser	Jr.	Löwenbräu	Holbert	Racing	Porsche	962	G	14	2,534.720	mi	(4,079.236	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1987	January	31February	1	Al	Holbert	Derek	Bell	Chip	Robinson	Al	Unser	Jr.	Löwenbräu	Holbert	Racing
Porsche	962	G	14	2,680.680	mi	(4,314.136	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1988	January	30January	31	Raul	Boesel	Martin	Brundle	John	Nielsen	Jan	Lammers	Castrol	Jaguar	Racing	(TWR)	Jaguar	XJR-9	D	60	2,591.680	mi	(4,170.905	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1989	February	4February	5	John	Andretti	Derek	Bell	Bob	Wollek	Miller/BFGoodrich	Busby	Racing	Porsche
962	BF	67	2,210.760	mi	(3,557.873	km)A	IMSA	Camel	GT	1990	February	3February	4	Davy	Jones	Jan	Lammers	Andy	Wallace	Castrol	Jaguar	Racing	(TWR)	Jaguar	XJR-12D	G	61	2,709.160	mi	(4,359.970	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1991	February	2February	3	Hurley	Haywood	"John	Winter"	Frank	Jelinski	Henri	Pescarolo	Bob	Wollek	Joest	Racing	Porsche
962C	G	7	2,559.640	mi	(4,119.341	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1992	February	1February	2	Masahiro	Hasemi	Kazuyoshi	Hoshino	Toshio	Suzuki	Nissan	Motorsports	Intl.	Nissan	R91CP	G	23	2,712.720	mi	(4,365.700	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1993	January	30January	31	P.	J.	Jones	Mark	Dismore	Rocky	Moran	All	American	Racers	Toyota	Eagle	MkIII	G	99
2,484.880	mi	(3,999.027	km)	IMSA	Camel	GT	1994	February	5February	6	Paul	Gentilozzi	Scott	Pruett	Butch	Leitzinger	Steve	Millen	Cunningham	Racing	Nissan	300ZX	Y	76	2,516.609	mi	(4,050.090	km)	IMSA	Exxon	World	Sportscar	Championship	1995	February	4February	5	Jürgen	Lässig	Christophe	Bouchut	Giovanni	Lavaggi	Marco	Werner	Kremer
Racing	Kremer	K8	Spyder-Porsche	G	10	2,456.400	mi	(3,953.192	km)	IMSA	Exxon	World	Sportscar	Championship	1996	February	3February	4	Wayne	Taylor	Scott	Sharp	Jim	Pace	Doyle	Racing	Riley	&	Scott	Mk	III-Oldsmobile	D	4	2,481.320	mi	(3,993.298	km)	IMSA	Exxon	World	Sportscar	Championship	1997	February	1February	2	Rob	Dyson	James
Weaver	Butch	Leitzinger	Andy	Wallace	John	Paul	Jr.	Elliott	Forbes-Robinson	John	Schneider	Dyson	Racing	Riley	&	Scott	Mk	III-Ford	G	16	2,456.400	mi	(3,953.192	km)	Exxon	World	Sportscar	Championship	1998	January	31February	1	Mauro	Baldi	Arie	Luyendyk	Giampiero	Moretti	Didier	Theys	Doran-Moretti	Racing	Ferrari	333	SP	Y	30	2,531.160	mi
(4,073.507	km)	U.S.	Road	Racing	Championship	1999	January	30January	31	Elliott	Forbes-Robinson	Butch	Leitzinger	Andy	Wallace	Dyson	Racing	Team	Inc.	Riley	&	Scott	Mk	III-Ford	G	20	2,520.480	mi	(4,056.319	km)	U.S.	Road	Racing	Championship	2000	February	5February	6	Olivier	Beretta	Dominique	Dupuy	Karl	Wendlinger	Viper	Team	Oreca
Dodge	Viper	GTS-R	M	91	2,573.880	mi	(4,142.258	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2001	February	3February	4	Ron	Fellows	Chris	Kneifel	Franck	Fréon	Johnny	O'Connell	Corvette	Racing	Chevrolet	Corvette	C5-R	G	2	2,335.360	mi	(3,758.398	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2002	February	2February	3	Didier	Theys	Fredy	Lienhard	Max	Papis	Mauro	Baldi
Doran	Lista	Racing	Dallara	SP1-Judd	G	27	2,548.960	mi	(4,102.153	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2003	February	1February	2	Kevin	Buckler	Michael	Schrom	Timo	Bernhard	Jörg	Bergmeister	The	Racer's	Group	Porsche	911	GT3-RS	D	66	2,474.200	mi	(3,981.839	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2004	January	31February	1	Christian	Fittipaldi	Terry
Borcheller	Forest	Barber	Andy	Pilgrim	Bell	Motorsports	Doran	JE4-Pontiac	G	54	1,872.80	mi	(3,013.98	km)A	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2005	February	5February	6	Max	Angelelli	Wayne	Taylor	Emmanuel	Collard	SunTrust	Racing	Riley	MkXI-Pontiac	H	10	2,527.924	mi	(4,068.300	km)A	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2006	January	28January	29	Scott	Dixon	Dan
Wheldon	Casey	Mears	Target	Ganassi	Racing	Riley	MkXI-Lexus	H	02	2,613.38	mi	(4,205.82	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2007	January	27January	28	Juan	Pablo	Montoya	Salvador	Durán	Scott	Pruett	Telmex	Ganassi	Racing	Riley	MkXI-Lexus	H	01	2,377.970	mi	(3,826.972	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2008	January	26January	27	Juan	Pablo	Montoya
Dario	Franchitti	Scott	Pruett	Memo	Rojas	Telmex	Ganassi	Racing	Riley	MkXI-Lexus	P	01	2,474.200	mi	(3,981.839	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2009	January	24January	25	David	Donohue	Antonio	García	Darren	Law	Buddy	Rice	Brumos	Racing	Riley	MkXI-Porsche	P	58	2,616.600	mi	(4,211.009	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2010	January	30January	31
João	Barbosa	Terry	Borcheller	Ryan	Dalziel	Mike	Rockenfeller	Action	Express	Racing	Riley	MkXI-Porsche	P	9	2,688.14	mi	(4,326.15	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2011	January	29January	30	Joey	Hand	Graham	Rahal	Scott	Pruett	Memo	Rojas	Telmex	Chip	Ganassi	Racing	Riley	MkXX-BMW	C	01	2,563.53	mi	(4,125.60	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2012
January	28January	29	A.	J.	Allmendinger	Oswaldo	Negri	John	Pew	Justin	Wilson	Michael	Shank	Racing	with	Curb-Agajanian	Riley	MkXXVI-Ford	C	60	2,709.16	mi	(4,359.97	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2013	January	26January	27	Juan	Pablo	Montoya	Charlie	Kimball	Scott	Pruett	Memo	Rojas	Chip	Ganassi	Racing	Riley	MkXXVI-BMW	C	01	2,524.04	mi
(4,062.05	km)	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series	2014	January	25January	26	João	Barbosa	Christian	Fittipaldi	Sébastien	Bourdais	Action	Express	Racing	Coyote-Corvette	DP	C	5	2,474.200	mi	(3,981.839	km)A	United	SportsCar	Championship	2015	January	24January	25	Scott	Dixon	Tony	Kanaan	Kyle	Larson	Jamie	McMurray	Chip	Ganassi	Racing	Riley	MkXXVI-
Ford	C	02	2,634.400	mi	(4,239.656	km)	2016	January	30January	31	Ed	Brown	Johannes	van	Overbeek	Scott	Sharp	Pipo	Derani	Tequila	Patrón	ESM	Ligier	JS	P2-Honda	C	2	2,620.160	mi	(4,216.739	km)	WeatherTech	SportsCar	Championship	2017	January	28January	29	Max	Angelelli	Jeff	Gordon	Jordan	Taylor	Ricky	Taylor	Wayne	Taylor	Racing	Cadillac
DPi-V.R	C	10	2,346.34	mi	(3,776.07	km)	2018[16]	January	27January	28	João	Barbosa	Filipe	Albuquerque	Christian	Fittipaldi	Mustang	Sampling	Racing	Cadillac	DPi-V.R	C	5	2,876.85	mi	(4,629.84	km)	2019	January	26January	27	Jordan	Taylor	Fernando	Alonso	Renger	van	der	Zande	Kamui	Kobayashi	Wayne	Taylor	Racing	Cadillac	DPi-V.R	M	10
2,011.08	mi	(3,236.52	km)A	2020	January	25January	26	Ryan	Briscoe	Scott	Dixon	Kamui	Kobayashi	Renger	van	der	Zande	Wayne	Taylor	Racing	Cadillac	DPi-V.R	M	10	2,965.48	mi	(4,772.48	km)B	2021	January	30January	31	Filipe	Albuquerque	Hélio	Castroneves	Alexander	Rossi	Ricky	Taylor	Wayne	Taylor	Racing	Acura	ARX-05	M	10	2,872.92	mi
(4,623.52	km)	2022	January	29January	30	Tom	Blomqvist	Hélio	Castroneves	Oliver	Jarvis	Simon	Pagenaud	Meyer	Shank	Racing	w/	Curb-Agajanian	Acura	ARX-05	M	60	2,709.16	mi	(4,359.97	km)	[17]	Notes:	^A	Races	were	red	flagged	during	the	event	due	to	inclement	weather,	or	a	serious	accident.	^B	Race	record	for	most	distance	covered.	3-hour
duration	Year	Date	Drivers	Team	Car	Tire	Car	#	Distance	Championship	1962	February	11	Dan	Gurney	Frank	Arciero	Lotus	19B-Coventry	Climax	G	96	312.420	mi	(502.791	km)	International	Championship	for	GT	Manufacturers	1963	February	17	Pedro	Rodríguez	North	American	Racing	Team	Ferrari	250	GTO	G	18	307.300	mi	(494.551	km)
International	Championship	for	GT	Manufacturers	2000	km	distance	Year	Date	Drivers	Team	Car	Tire	Car	#	Championship	1964	February	16	Pedro	Rodríguez	Phil	Hill	North	American	Racing	Team	Ferrari	250	GTO	G	30	International	Championship	for	GT	Manufacturers	1965	February	28	Ken	Miles	Lloyd	Ruby	Shelby-American	Inc.	Ford	GT[18]	G
73	International	Championship	for	GT	Manufacturers	6-hour	duration	Year	Date	Drivers	Team	Car	Tire	Car	#	Distance	Championship	1972	February	6	Mario	Andretti	Jacky	Ickx	SpA	Ferrari	SEFAC	Ferrari	312	PB	F	2	739.140	mi	(1,189.531	km)	World	Championship	for	Makes	References	^	a	b	c	Posey,	Sam	(February	2012).	"24	Hours	of	Daytona:	A
short	history	of	a	long	race".	Road	&	Track.	63	(6):	73–77.	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	9,	2012.	Retrieved	June	20,	2012.	^	"Porsche	Wins	Daytona	Race".	St.	Petersburg	Times.	1959-04-06.	Retrieved	2013-11-14.	^	Cadou	Jr.,	Jep	(April	3,	1959).	"Jep	Cadou	Jr	Calls	'Em".	The	Indianapolis	Star.	p.	20.	Archived	from	the	original	on	2016-08-18.
Retrieved	July	19,	2016	–	via	Newspapers.com.	^	Motor	Sport,	March	1966,	Pages	196–197.	See	also	cover	photograph	and	centre	spread.	^	Kelley,	Arthur	(February	13,	1966).	"Porsches	and	Women	Surprise	at	Daytona".	The	Boston	Globe.	Boston.	p.	59	–	via	Newspapers.com.	^	Motor	Sport,	March	1967,	Pages	180–181.	See	also	cover	photograph
and	centre	spread.	^	"Focus	on	365	GTB4".	Official	Ferrari	website.	Ferrari.	Archived	from	the	original	on	22	March	2010.	Retrieved	February	21,	2010.	^	Motor	Sport,	March	1968,	Pages	171–172.	See	also	cover	photograph	and	center	spread.	^	Motor	Sport,	March	1969,	Pages	236,	244.	^	Motor	Sport,	March	1969,	Page	201.	See	also	cover
photograph.	^	"This	Day	in	Autoweek	History".	Autoweek:	8.	February	16,	2015.	^	1975	–	The	First	24	Hours	of	Daytona	Sanctioned	by	IMSA	-	International	Motor	Racing	Research	Center	^	"Race	Profile	–	24	Hours	of	Daytona".	Sports	Car	Digest.	January	23,	2009.	Archived	from	the	original	on	2011-07-16.	Retrieved	November	22,	2010.	^	"Daytona
24	Through	The	Years".	Autoweek.	62	(4):	59–60.	February	20,	2012.	^	"GTD	Pro	To	Replace	GTLM	In	IMSA	Competition	From	2022	|	dailysportscar.com".	www.dailysportscar.com.	Retrieved	2022-06-22.	^	"Official	Race	Results"	(PDF).	International	Motor	Sports	Association.	2018-02-03.	Archived	from	the	original	(PDF)	on	2018-12-09.	Retrieved
2018-12-09.	^	"Daytona	–	List	of	Races".	Racing	Sports	Cars.	Archived	from	the	original	on	2012-10-11.	Retrieved	21	June	2011.	^	Entries	for	the	fourth	annual	Daytona	Continental,	1965	Daytona	Speedweeks	Program	No	2,	15-28	February	1965,	www.racingsportscars.com	Archived	2015-09-24	at	the	Wayback	Machine	Retrieved	8	June	2015
External	links	Wikimedia	Commons	has	media	related	to	24	Hours	of	Daytona.	Rolex	24	at	Daytona	Archived	2017-03-05	at	the	Wayback	Machine	United	SportsCar	Championship	official	site	Retrieved	from	"	3Annual	sports	car	race	held	in	France	This	article	is	about	the	sports	car	race	in	France.	For	the	motorcycle	race,	see	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans
(motorcycle	race).	For	other	uses,	see	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	(disambiguation).	For	the	2022	race,	see	2022	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans.	Not	to	be	confused	with	24	Hours	of	LeMons.	This	article	needs	additional	citations	for	verification.	Please	help	improve	this	article	by	adding	citations	to	reliable	sources.	Unsourced	material	may	be	challenged	and
removed.Find	sources:	"24	Hours	of	Le	Mans"	–	news	·	newspapers	·	books	·	scholar	·	JSTOR	(June	2021)	(Learn	how	and	when	to	remove	this	template	message)	24	Hours	of	Le	MansFIA	World	Endurance	ChampionshipVenueCircuit	de	la	SartheLocation47°56′30″N	0°13′30″E	/	47.94167°N	0.22500°E	/	47.94167;	0.22500Coordinates:	47°56′30″N
0°13′30″E	/	47.94167°N	0.22500°E	/	47.94167;	0.22500First	race1923Last	race2022Duration24	hoursMost	wins	(driver)	Tom	Kristensen	(9)Most	wins	(team)	Joest	Racing	(13)Most	wins	(manufacturer)	Porsche	(19)	The	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	(French:	24	Heures	du	Mans)	is	an	endurance-focused	sports	car	race	held	annually	near	the	town	of	Le	Mans,
France.[1]	It	is	the	world's	oldest	active	endurance	racing	event.[2]	Unlike	fixed-distance	races	whose	winner	is	determined	by	minimum	time,	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	is	won	by	the	car	that	covers	the	greatest	distance	in	24	hours.	The	cars	on	this	track	can	go	up	to	366	km/h	(227	mph),	and	in	prior	events	reaching	405	km/h	(252	mph)	before	track
modifications.[3]	Racing	teams	must	balance	the	demands	of	speed	with	the	cars'	ability	to	run	for	24	hours	without	mechanical	failure.[4]	The	race	is	organized	by	the	Automobile	Club	de	l'Ouest	(ACO).	It	is	held	on	the	Circuit	de	la	Sarthe,	composed	of	closed	public	roads	and	dedicated	sections	of	a	racing	track.	The	event	represents	one	leg	of	the
Triple	Crown	of	Motorsport,	with	the	other	events	being	the	Indianapolis	500	and	the	Monaco	Grand	Prix.	The	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	was	frequently	part	of	the	World	Sportscar	Championship	from	1953	until	that	series'	final	season	in	1992.	In	2011,	it	was	a	part	of	the	Intercontinental	Le	Mans	Cup.	Since	2012,	the	race	has	been	a	part	of	the	FIA
World	Endurance	Championship.[5]	In	World	Endurance	Championship's	super-season	of	May	2018	to	June	2019,	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	was	both	the	second	and	the	last	round	of	the	season.[6]	Purpose	This	section	does	not	cite	any	sources.	Please	help	improve	this	section	by	adding	citations	to	reliable	sources.	Unsourced	material	may	be
challenged	and	removed.	(May	2020)	(Learn	how	and	when	to	remove	this	template	message)	Launched	when	Grand	Prix	motor	racing	was	the	dominant	form	of	motorsport	throughout	Europe,	Le	Mans	was	designed	to	present	a	different	test.	Instead	of	focusing	on	the	ability	of	a	car	company	to	build	the	fastest	machines,	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans
would	concentrate	on	the	ability	of	manufacturers	to	build	sporty	yet	reliable	cars.	This	encouraged	innovation	in	producing	reliable	and	fuel-efficient	vehicles,	because	endurance	racing	requires	cars	that	last	and	spend	as	little	time	in	the	pits	as	possible.	At	the	same	time,	the	layout	of	the	track	required	cars	with	better	aerodynamics	and	stability	at
high	speeds.	While	this	was	shared	with	Grand	Prix	racing,	few	tracks	in	Europe	had	straights	of	a	length	comparable	to	the	Mulsanne.	Additionally,	because	the	road	is	public	and	thus	not	as	meticulously	maintained	as	permanent	racing	circuits,	racing	puts	more	strain	on	the	parts,	increasing	the	importance	of	reliability.	The	oil	crisis	in	the	early
1970s	led	organizers	to	adopt	a	fuel	economy	formula	known	as	Group	C	that	limited	the	amount	of	fuel	each	car	was	allowed.	Although	it	was	later	abandoned,	fuel	economy	remains	important	as	new	fuel	sources	reduce	the	time	spent	during	pit	stops.	Such	technological	innovations	have	had	a	trickle-down	effect	and	can	be	incorporated	into
consumer	cars.	This	has	also	led	to	faster	and	more	exotic	supercars	as	manufacturers	seek	to	develop	faster	road	cars	in	order	to	develop	them	into	even	faster	GT	cars.	Additionally,	hybrid	systems	(flywheel,	super-capacitor,	battery	coupled	with	both	petrol	and	diesel)	have	been	championed	in	the	LMP	category	as	rules	have	been	changed	to	their
benefit	and	to	further	push	efficiency.	Race	The	pits	in	the	daytime	The	race	is	held	in	June,	leading	to	very	hot	conditions	for	drivers,	particularly	in	closed	vehicles	with	poor	ventilation;	rain	is	commonly	seen.	The	race	begins	in	mid-afternoon	and	finishes	the	following	day	at	the	same	hour	the	race	started	the	previous	day.[7]	Modern	competitors
often	cover	well	over	5,000	km.	The	record	is	2010's	5,410	km	(3,360	mi),	six	times	the	length	of	the	Indianapolis	500,	or	about	18	times	longer	than	a	Formula	One	Grand	Prix.[8]	Drivers	and	racing	teams	strive	for	speed	and	avoiding	mechanical	damage,	as	well	as	managing	the	cars'	consumables,	primarily	fuel,	tires,	and	braking	materials.	It	also
tests	endurance,	with	drivers	frequently	racing	for	over	two	hours	before	a	relief	driver	can	take	over	during	a	pit	stop	while	eating	and	resting.	Current	regulations	mandate	that	three	drivers	share	each	competing	vehicle.	Competing	teams	race	in	groups	called	"classes",	or	cars	of	similar	specification,	while	competing	simultaneously	for	outright
placing	amongst	all	classes.	Originally,	the	race	showcased	cars	as	they	were	sold	to	the	general	public,	then	called	"Sports	Cars",	in	contrast	with	the	specialised	racing	cars	used	in	Grand	Prix	motor	racing.	Over	time,	the	competing	vehicles	evolved	away	from	their	publicly	available	road	car	roots.	Today,	the	race	comprises	two	classes:	prototypes
and	Grand	Touring	cars	(similar	to	sports	cars	sold	to	the	public).	These	are	further	broken	down	into	two	sub-classes:	constructors'	prototypes,	privateer	prototypes,	and	two	subclasses	of	GT	cars.[9]	The	pits	at	dawnCompeting	teams	have	had	a	wide	variety	of	organizations,	ranging	from	competition	departments	of	road	car	manufacturers	(eager	to
prove	the	supremacy	of	their	products)	to	professional	motor	racing	teams	(representing	their	commercial	backers,	some	of	which	are	also	car	manufacturers	who	want	to	win	without	paying	for	their	own	teams)	to	amateur	teams	(racing	as	much	to	compete	in	the	famous	race	as	to	claim	victory	for	their	commercial	partners).	The	pits	at	night	The
race	was	the	part	of	the	World	Sportscar	Championship	in	every	season	from	its	inception	in	1953	except	the	1956,	1975-1979	and	1989-1990	seasons.	However,	Le	Mans	has	always	had	a	stronger	reputation	than	the	World	Championship	and	is	a	round	of	the	FIA	World	Endurance	Championship.	The	race	is	also	known	as	a	leg	of	the	informal	Triple
Crown	of	Motorsport	which	links	Formula	One,	IndyCar,	and	sports	car	racing	to	represent	a	career	achievement	for	drivers.	Additionally,	it	is	seen	as	a	leg	of	the	Triple	Crown	of	endurance	racing,	which	links	the	three	largest	sports	car	races	together,	with	12	Hours	of	Sebring	and	24	Hours	of	Daytona	forming	the	other	legs.	Since	1998,	the
American	Le	Mans	Series	(now	the	IMSA	Weathertech	Sports	Car	Championship)	has	held	an	endurance	race,	along	with	the	12	hours	of	Sebring,	every	year	called	"Petit	Le	Mans",	as	a	10-hour	American	version.	In	2014,	the	Weathertech	Sports	Car	Championship	(a	merger	of	the	races	at	Sebring;	Petit	Le	Mans	in	Braselton,	Georgia;	the	6	Hours	of
Watkins	Glen	in	Watkins	Glen,	New	York;	and	the	Rolex	Sports	Car	Series'	24	Hours	of	Daytona)	held	all	four	major	American	endurance	classics	in	preparation	for	teams	to	race	at	Le	Mans.	Cars	GT	cars	approaching	Dunlop	Bridge	The	race	has	approximately	60	competitors.	Each	car	was	required	to	have	at	least	two	seats.	However,	recently	cars
only	need	to	have	space	to	accommodate	a	second	seat	in	the	cockpit	rather	than	the	seat	itself.	Two	doors	are	allowed;	open	cockpit	cars	do	not	require	doors.	Since	2014,	all	cars	in	the	premier	LMP1	category	must	have	a	roof	due	to	safety	concerns,	with	open-cockpit	cars	only	permitted	in	the	slightly	slower	LMP2	category.	Since	2017,	all
prototype	cars,	LMP1	or	LMP2,	must	have	closed	cockpits.[10]	Although	all	cars	compete	at	the	same	time,	there	are	separate	classes.	A	prize	is	awarded	to	the	winner	of	each	class	and	the	overall	winner.	The	number	of	classes	has	varied	over	the	years,	but	there	are	now	four.	Custom-built	Le	Mans	Prototypes	(LMP)	are	the	top	two	classes,	LMP1
and	LMP2,	divided	by	speed,	weight,	and	power	output.	For	LMP2,	teams	are	obliged	to	run	one	of	four	approved	chassis	–	ORECA,	Ligier,	Dallara,	or	Multimatic/Riley	–	mated	with	a	standard	4.2-litre	Gibson	V8	engine.	LMP1	teams	are	subject	to	no	such	restrictions.	Their	extra	power,	lower	weight,	and	more	complex	aerodynamics	result	in	much
quicker	lap	times;	LMP1	cars	also	may	use	hybrid	technology.[11]	From	2011,	the	next	two	classes	are	production-based	grand	tourer	(GT)	classes,	GT	Endurance	Pro	and	GT	Endurance	AM.	Both	of	these	classes	use	the	LM	GTE,	or	"Le	Mans	Grand	Touring	Endurance"	regulations.	Although	the	top	class	is	the	most	likely	to	be	the	overall	winner,
lower	classes	have	won	on	occasion	due	to	better	reliability.[citation	needed]	Garage	56	Concept	cars	intended	to	test	new	automotive	technologies	may	participate	in	the	race	under	the	"Garage	56"	banner.	Such	entries	are	classified	in	the	race	results,	though	are	not	expected	to	be	competitive	as	their	sole	focus	is	to	demonstrate	experimental
features.[12]	The	program	debuted	in	2012	with	the	DeltaWing,	an	unusual	rocket-shaped	car	fielded	by	All-American	Racers	and	supported	by	Nissan.	The	DeltaWing	concept	showed	promise,	delivering	nearly	LMP2-level	performance	while	only	consuming	48%	of	the	fuel,	but	retired	after	a	collision	with	an	LMP1	car	six	hours	into	the	race.	[13]	In
2013,	Garage	56	was	given	to	the	Swiss-designed	hydrogen-fueled	GreenGT	H2,	which	was	to	be	the	first	car	without	an	internal	combustion	engine	to	compete	at	Le	Mans.	However,	the	car	was	pronounced	unfit	to	take	part	in	the	race	by	the	team	a	few	days	before	the	race.[14]	In	2016,	the	H2	went	on	to	complete	a	single	demonstration	lap	at	Le
Mans.[15]	The	Nissan	ZEOD	RC,	a	hybrid	electric	car	based	on	the	DeltaWing's	design,	took	the	Garage	56	slot	in	2014.	Despite	an	early	retirement	from	the	race	after	only	23	minutes	due	to	a	gearbox	issue,	the	ZEOD	RC	achieved	its	goals	of	hitting	a	top	speed	of	186	mph,	and	completing	the	first	ever	lap	of	Le	Mans	using	exclusively	electric	power
at	racing	speed.	[16]	In	2015,	the	Garage	56	program	took	a	break	as	all	applications	that	year	were	deemed	unfit	by	the	ACO.[14]	Frederic	Sausset,	a	quadruple	amputee,	drove	a	modified	Morgan	LMP2	in	the	2016	race.[12][17]	Financial	problems	forced	Welter	Racing	to	cancel	its	2017	Garage	56	run	with	the	Green4U	Panoz	Racing	GT-EV,	a
biomethane-fuel	prototype	featuring	a	3-cylinder	1.2-liter	engine	fueled	by	biomethane	stored	in	cryogenic	tanks.[12]	Welter	Racing	went	on	to	develop	the	car	with	hopes	of	entering	the	car	in	2018	and	2019,	but	ultimately	did	not	compete	due	to	complex	issues	with	the	car	in	2018,	and	due	to	Don	Panoz's	death	suspending	the	program	in	2019.	The
2019	slot	was	also	eyed	by	UK-based	constructor	Perrinn	with	the	Project	424,	an	LMP1-based	electric-powered	car	with	an	autonomous	driving	mode;[18]	however,	this	did	not	come	to	pass,	and	Garage	56	was	left	empty	in	both	2018	and	2019	due	to	the	ACO	deeming	none	of	the	applications	sufficiently	mature.	[19][20]	2020	saw	Frederic	Sausset
attempting	to	return	to	Garage	56	under	the	SRT41	banner	by	fielding	a	specially	modified	Oreca	07	LMP2	car	with	a	lineup	of	three	disabled	drivers;	however,	the	attempt	was	cancelled	due	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic.[19][21]	The	SRT41	program	was	delayed	to	2021,	which	saw	Garage	56	successfully	making	a	return	for	the	first	time	in	five	years.
Two	of	the	drivers	were	paralyzed	from	the	waist	down.[22]	In	2022,	Garage	56	was	once	again	empty.[23]	For	2023,	a	NASCAR	Cup	Series	Next	Gen	stock	car	with	a	hybrid	powertrain	fielded	by	Hendrick	Motorsports	will	be	the	Garage	56	entry.[24]	Drivers	Drivers	photograph	from	2018	Initially,	there	were	no	rules	on	the	number	of	car	drivers	or
how	long	they	could	drive.	Although	almost	all	teams	used	two	drivers	in	the	early	decades,	some	Le	Mans	drivers	such	as	Pierre	Levegh	and	Eddie	Hall	attempted	to	run	the	race	solo,	hoping	to	save	time	by	not	having	to	change	drivers.	This	practice	was	later	banned.	Until	the	1980s,	there	were	teams	in	which	only	two	drivers	competed,	but	by	the
end	of	the	decade,	the	rules	were	changed	to	stipulate	that	at	least	three	drivers	must	drive	each	car.	By	the	1990s,	due	to	the	speeds	of	the	cars	and	the	strain	it	puts	on	drivers,	additional	rules	to	reduce	driver	fatigue	mandated	that	drivers	could	not	drive	for	over	240	minutes	over	6	hours	and	that	no	one	driver	could	run	for	over	14	hours	total.
With	careful	management	of	driver	stints,	this	makes	it	possible	to	complete	the	race	with	only	two	drivers	(as	Jeroen	Bleekemolen	and	Cooper	MacNeil	did	in	2014),	although	the	vast	majority	of	teams	still	continue	to	use	three	drivers.[25][26]	In	2017,	the	driving	time	rules	were	further	changed.	If	necessary,	officials	may	require	a	drive	time	limit
of	80	minutes	of	consecutive	time	behind	the	wheel	and	a	minimum	30-minute	rest	break.	The	rule	applies	only	if	the	air	temperature	is	at	least	32	Celsius	(89.6	F).[27]	Traditions	and	unique	rules	Fly-over	with	the	tricolor	of	France	Marshals	waving	safety	flags	to	congratulate	Audi	in	2010	race	Although	it	has	been	a	part	of	the	World	Sportscar
Championship	for	most	of	its	existence,	the	race	has	had	different	regulations	for	safety	and	competition	reasons	partly	due	to	its	length.	For	many	decades,	cars	had	to	run	at	least	an	hour	into	the	race	before	they	could	refill	fluids	for	the	car,	such	as	oil	or	coolant,	except	for	fuel.	This	was	an	attempt	by	the	ACO	to	help	increase	efficiency	and
reliability.	Those	who	could	not	last	the	first	hour	without	replacing	lost	fluids	risked	disqualification.	Another	rule	unique	to	Le	Mans	is	that	cars	must	be	switched	off	while	refueling	in	the	pits.	Not	only	is	this	safer	and	less	of	a	fire	hazard,	but	it	is	also	another	test	of	reliability,	as	cars	with	the	guaranteed	ability	to	restart	many	times	under	race
conditions	are	harder	to	make.	Another	element	of	this	rule	is	that	mechanics	are	not	allowed	to	work	on	the	car	while	it	is	being	refuelled	(other	than	helping	a	driver	in	or	out	of	the	car),	which	has	led	teams	to	adapt	innovative	ways	to	decrease	the	time	of	these	lengthy	pit	stops.	Drivers	can	get	out	of	the	car	and	be	replaced	by	another	driver
during	refuelling.	Those	rules	are	also	applied	in	the	FIA	World	Endurance	Championship.	There	are	various	long-standing	traditions	at	Le	Mans,	including	the	waving	of	the	French	tricolor	to	start	the	race.	This	is	usually	followed	by	a	fly-over	featuring	jets	trailing	blue,	white,	and	red	smoke.	A	similar	flag	tradition	is	track	marshals	waving	safety
flags	during	the	race's	final	lap,	congratulating	the	winners	and	other	finishers.	Le	Mans	was	the	venue	for	the	first	televised	instance	of	a	winning	driver	celebrating	by	spraying	champagne	instead	of	drinking	it.[28]	When	Dan	Gurney	won	the	1967	race	with	co-driver	A.	J.	Foyt,	the	two	drivers	mounted	the	victory	podium,	and	Gurney	was	handed	a
magnum	of	champagne.	Looking	down,	he	saw	Ford	CEO	Henry	Ford	II,	team	owner	Carroll	Shelby	and	their	wives,	as	well	as	several	journalists	who	had	predicted	disaster	for	the	high-profile	duo.	Gurney	shook	the	bottle	and	sprayed	everyone	nearby.	Gurney	autographed	and	gave	the	bottle	of	champagne	to	Life	photographer	Flip	Schulke,	who
used	it	as	a	lamp	for	years	before	returning	it	to	Gurney.[29][30]	Schedule	Driver	parade	in	Le	Mans	in	2018	The	first	race	was	held	on	26–27	May	1923	and	has	since	been	run	annually	in	June	with	exceptions	in	1956,	when	the	race	was	held	in	July;	1968,	when	it	was	held	in	September	due	to	nationwide	political	turmoil	in	May;	2020,	when	it	was
moved	to	19–20	September	due	to	the	COVID-19	outbreak	&	2021,	when	it	was	moved	to	21–22	August.	The	race	has	been	cancelled	ten	times—in	1936	(a	labour	strike	during	the	Great	Depression)	and	between	1940	and	1948	(World	War	II).	The	race	usually	takes	place	on	the	second	weekend	of	June,	with	qualifying	and	practice	taking	place	on	the
Wednesday	and	Thursday	before	the	race,	following	a	car	inspection	on	Monday	and	Tuesday.	Currently,	these	sessions	are	held	in	the	evening,	with	two	separate	two-hour	sessions	held	each	night.	Friday	serves	as	a	day	of	rest,	and	a	parade	of	all	the	drivers	through	Le	Mans	is	held.	Test	days	held	at	the	end	of	April	or	beginning	of	May	served	as	a
pre-qualification	weeding	out	the	slowest	cars.	However,	in	2005	the	exorbitant	cost	of	transporting	cars	to	and	from	Le	Mans	led	organizers	to	move	the	test	day	to	the	first	weekend	of	June.	Pre-qualification	was	eliminated	in	2000,	meaning	that	all	competitors	invited	to	the	test	would	be	allowed	into	the	race.	Since	2001	the	Le	Mans	Legend	races
have	also	been	part	of	the	schedule,	usually	running	exhibition	races	during	qualifying	days,	a	few	hours	prior	to	the	sessions	for	the	Le	Mans	entrants.	Until	2008,	the	race	started	at	16:00	on	Saturday	(though	in	1968,	the	race	started	at	14:00	due	to	the	lateness	of	the	race	on	the	calendar).	In	1984	and	2007,	the	start	time	was	moved	ahead	to
15:00	due	to	the	conflicting	election).	In	2006,	the	ACO	scheduled	a	17:00	start	time	on	Saturday,	17	June,	to	maximise	television	coverage	between	the	World	Cup	games.	Fourteen	years	later,	the	race	began	at	14:30	because	of	the	race	being	in	September.	The	next	year	saw	the	race	move	to	mid-August	and	began	at	16:00.	From	2009,	when	the
race	took	place	from	13	to	14	June,	to	2019	&	since	2022,	it	starts	at	15:00	local	time	(CEST,	13:00	UT).	Classification	Initially,	the	car	that	covered	the	greatest	distance	from	its	starting	position	was	the	winner.	This	is	known	to	have	caught	out	the	Ford	team	in	1966.	With	a	dominant	1–2	lead,	the	two	cars	slowed	to	allow	for	a	photo	opportunity	at
the	finish	line,	with	Ken	Miles	slightly	ahead	of	Bruce	McLaren.	However,	since	McLaren's	car	had	started	much	farther	back	on	the	grid	than	Miles's,	McLaren's	car	had	covered	the	greatest	distance	over	the	24	hours.	With	the	margin	of	victory	determined	to	be	eight	metres,	McLaren	and	his	co-driver,	Chris	Amon,	were	declared	the	winners.	The
decision	cost	Miles	and	Denny	Hulme	a	victory.	Miles	had	already	won	the	other	two	endurance	races	at	Sebring	and	Daytona.	With	a	win	at	Le	Mans,	he	would	have	become	the	first	man	to	win	all	three	and	the	first	to	win	them	all	in	the	same	year.	The	"greatest	distance"	rule	was	modified	with	the	introduction	of	a	rolling	start	in	1971.	Now,	the	car
that	completes	the	greatest	distance	as	of	the	final	lap's	completion	–	where	"greatest	distance"	is	measured	by	the	start/finish	line	for	all	competitors	–	wins.	When	two	cars	finish	the	same	number	of	laps,	their	finishing	order	is	determined	by	the	faster	overall	completion	time.	This	rule	was	used	in	the	2011	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	to	determine	the
race	winner.	The	top	two	finishers	completed	355	laps,	with	only	13	seconds	difference	between	them.[31]	Although	"greatest	distance	run"	determines	the	provisional	order	of	finishers,	additional	requirements	must	be	met	for	a	car	to	be	classified.[32]	A	car	must	complete	the	last	lap	of	the	race	and	complete	the	entire	circuit	faster	than	a
prescribed	maximum	lap	time.	Ambiguity	in	this	classification	requirement	has	led	to	dramatic	scenes	where	damaged	cars	have	waited	in	the	pits	or	on	the	edge	of	the	track	close	to	the	finish	line,	restarted	their	engines,	and	crawled	across	the	line	to	be	listed	amongst	classified	finishers.[citation	needed]	The	practice	of	intentionally	"waiting	for	the
final	lap"	in	this	manner	has	been	prohibited	by	rule	in	recent	years.	Cars	must	complete	70	percent	of	the	distance	covered	by	the	overall	winner	to	be	classified.	Even	if	it	finishes	the	last	lap	of	the	race,	a	car	failing	to	complete	this	number	of	laps	is	not	deemed	worthy	of	classification	because	of	poor	reliability	or	speed.	All	classification
requirements	hold	except	in	exceptional	circumstances,	as	determined	by	the	race	stewards.[32]	Le	Mans	start	Further	information:	Standing	start	The	permanent	pits	and	pit	straight	for	both	the	Circuit	de	la	Sarthe	and	Bugatti	Circuit	The	race	traditionally	began	with	what	became	known	as	the	Le	Mans	start,	in	which	cars	were	lined	up	along	the
length	of	the	pits.	Until	1962,	cars	lined	up	by	engine	capacity.	Beginning	in	1963,	qualifying	times	determined	the	lineup.	The	starting	drivers	stood	on	the	opposite	side	of	the	front	stretch.	When	the	French	flag	dropped	to	signify	the	start,	the	drivers	ran	across	the	track,	entered	and	started	their	cars	without	assistance,	and	drove	away.	This
became	a	safety	issue	in	the	late	1960s	when	some	drivers	ignored	their	safety	harnesses,	then	a	recent	invention.	This	led	to	drivers	running	the	first	few	laps	either	improperly	harnessed	due	to	attempting	to	do	it	while	driving	or	sometimes	not	even	harnessed	at	all,	leading	to	several	deaths	when	cars	were	involved	in	accidents	due	to	the	bunched
field	at	the	start.	This	starting	method	inspired	Porsche	to	locate	the	ignition	key	switch	to	the	left	of	the	steering	wheel.	In	a	left-hand	drive	car,	this	allowed	the	driver	to	use	his	left	hand	to	start	the	engine	and	his	right	hand	to	put	the	transmission	into	gear,	which	in	turn	shaves	off	a	few	tenths	of	a	second.	Rolling	start	of	the	2008	race	Stirling
Moss	developed	another	method	for	speeding	up	the	start.	His	car	was	waiting	with	first	gear	already	engaged.	He	switched	the	starter	on	when	he	jumped	in	without	depressing	the	clutch.	The	starter	motor	immediately	jerked	the	car	forward,	but	the	engine	did	not	start	due	to	low	RPM.	After	a	few	seconds	of	motion,	he	pushed	the	clutch	down,
allowing	the	engine	to	speed	up	and	start	while	the	car	was	moving.	Feeling	this	type	of	start	was	unsafe,	in	the	1969	race,	Jacky	Ickx	opposed	it	by	walking	across	the	track	while	his	competitors	ran.	Although	he	was	nearly	hit	by	a	faster	competitor's	car	while	walking,	Ickx	took	the	time	to	fasten	his	safety	belts	before	pulling	away.	Privateer	John
Woolfe	died	in	an	accident	on	the	first	lap	of	that	race;	Ickx	won.	The	traditional	Le	Mans	start	was	changed	for	1970.	Cars	were	still	lined	up	along	the	pit	wall,	but	the	drivers	were	already	inside	and	strapped	in.	At	the	dropping	of	the	French	tricolor,	the	drivers	started	their	engines	and	drove	away.	Since	1971,	when	that	method	was	done	away
with,	a	rolling	start	(sometimes	known	as	an	Indianapolis	start)	begins	the	race.	Cars	do	one	formation	lap	behind	the	safety	car;	when	that	car	returns	to	pits,	the	starter	waves	the	French	flag	to	start	the	race.[33]	Circuit	The	Circuit	de	la	Sarthe	with	the	Bugatti	Circuit	(dashed	line)	Main	article:	Circuit	de	la	SartheThis	section	needs	additional
citations	for	verification.	Please	help	improve	this	article	by	adding	citations	to	reliable	sources.	Unsourced	material	may	be	challenged	and	removed.Find	sources:	"24	Hours	of	Le	Mans"	–	news	·	newspapers	·	books	·	scholar	·	JSTOR	(July	2022)	(Learn	how	and	when	to	remove	this	template	message)	The	circuit	on	which	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	is
run	is	named	the	Circuit	de	la	Sarthe,	after	the	department	that	Le	Mans	is	within.	It	consists	of	both	permanent	track	and	public	roads	temporarily	closed	for	the	race.	Since	1923,	the	track	has	been	extensively	modified,	mostly	for	safety	reasons,	and	now	is	13.626	km	(8.467	mi)	in	length.	Although	it	initially	entered	the	town	of	Le	Mans,	the	track
was	cut	short	to	better	protect	spectators.	This	led	to	the	creation	of	the	Dunlop	Curve	and	Tertre	Rouge	corners	before	rejoining	the	old	circuit	on	the	Mulsanne.	Another	major	change	was	on	the	Mulsanne	itself	in	1990	when	the	FIA	decreed	that	it	would	no	longer	sanction	any	circuit	that	had	a	straight	longer	than	2	km	(1.2	mi).	To	comply	with
this,	two	chicanes	were	added	to	the	6-kilometre-long	(3.7	mi)	straight.	The	addition	of	the	chicanes	was	further	influenced	by	the	fact	that	the	speed	of	WM	P88-Peugeot	French	driver	Roger	Dorchy	had	been	timed	at	405	km/h	(252	mph)	during	the	1988	race.[3]	Due	to	the	shorter	length	of	the	straights,	top	speeds	at	Le	Mans	are	now	generally
around	366	km/h	(227	mph).[3]	The	public	sections	of	the	track	differ	from	the	permanent	circuit,	especially	in	comparison	with	the	Bugatti	Circuit	which	is	inside	the	Circuit	de	la	Sarthe.	Due	to	heavy	traffic,	the	public	roads	are	not	as	smooth	or	well	kept.	They	also	offer	less	grip	because	of	the	lack	of	soft-tyre	rubber	laid	down	from	racing	cars,
though	this	only	affects	the	first	few	laps	of	the	race.	The	roads	are	closed	only	within	a	few	hours	of	the	practice	sessions	and	the	race	before	being	opened	again	almost	as	soon	as	the	race	is	finished.	Workers	have	to	assemble	and	dismantle	safety	barriers	every	year	for	the	public	sections.	History	For	a	list	of	individual	race	reports,	see
Category:24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	races.	1923–1939	A	poster	for	the	1923	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	The	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	was	first	run	on	26	and	27	May	1923,	through	public	roads	around	Le	Mans.	Originally	planned	to	be	a	three-year	event	awarded	the	Rudge-Whitworth	Triennial	Cup,	with	a	winner	being	declared	by	the	car	which	could	go	the
farthest	distance	over	three	consecutive	24-hour	races,	this	idea	was	abandoned	in	1928.	Overall	winners	were	declared	for	every	year	depending	on	who	covered	the	farthest	distance	by	the	time	24	hours	were	up.	The	early	races	were	dominated	by	French,	British,	and	Italian	drivers,	teams,	and	cars,	with	Bugatti,	Bentley,	and	Alfa	Romeo	being	the
top	brands.	Innovations	in	car	design	began	appearing	at	the	track	in	the	late	1930s,	with	Bugatti	and	Alfa	Romeo	running	highly	aerodynamic	bodywork	to	run	down	the	Mulsanne	Straight	at	faster	speeds.	The	race	was	cancelled	in	1936	due	to	general	strikes	in	France,	and	the	outbreak	of	World	War	II	in	1939	resulted	in	a	ten-year	hiatus.	1949–
1969	Jaguar	D-Type	in	1956	Following	the	reconstruction	of	circuit	facilities,	the	race	was	resumed	in	1949[33]	with	renewed	interest	from	major	automobile	manufacturers.	1949	was	also	Ferrari's	first	victory,	the	166MM	of	Luigi	Chinetti	and	Peter	Mitchell-Thomson.[33]	After	the	formation	of	the	World	Sportscar	Championship	in	1953,	of	which	Le
Mans	was	a	part,	Ferrari,	Aston	Martin,	Mercedes-Benz,	Jaguar	and	many	others	began	sending	multiple	cars	backed	by	their	respective	factories	to	compete	for	overall	wins	against	their	competitors.	This	competitiveness	sometimes	resulted	in	tragedy,	as	in	the	1955	Le	Mans	disaster	during	the	1955	race	in	which	Pierre	Levegh's	car	crashed	into	a
crowd	of	spectators,	killing	more	than	80	people.	The	incident	led	to	the	widespread	introduction	of	safety	measures,	not	only	at	the	circuit	but	elsewhere	in	the	motorsport	world.	The	entire	pit	complex	was	razed	and	rebuilt	further	back	following	the	accident,	allowing	the	pit	straight	to	be	widened.	However,	there	was	still	no	barrier	between	the
track	and	the	pit	lane.	Safety	standards	improved,	but	the	cars	got	faster.	The	move	from	open-cockpit	roadsters	to	closed-cockpit	coupés	resulted	in	speeds	of	over	320	km/h	(200	mph)	on	the	Mulsanne.	Ford	entered	the	picture	with	the	GT40,	finally	ending	Ferrari's	dominance	with	four	straight	wins	(1966–1969)	before	the	1960s	ended	and	the	cars
and	the	race	changed	substantially.	1970–1980	Renault	Alpine	A443	from	1978	For	the	new	decade,	the	race	took	a	turn	towards	more	extreme	speeds	and	automotive	designs.	These	extreme	speeds	led	to	the	replacement	of	the	typical	standing	Le	Mans	start	with	a	rolling	Indianapolis	start.	Although	production-based	cars	still	raced,	they	were	now
in	the	lower	classes	while	purpose-built	sportscars	became	the	norm.	The	Porsche	917,	935,	and	936	were	dominant	throughout	the	decade,	but	a	resurgence	by	French	manufacturers	Matra-Simca	and	Renault	saw	the	first	victories	for	the	nation	since	the	1950	race.	This	decade	is	also	remembered	for	strong	performances	from	many	privateer
constructors,	with	two	scoring	the	only	victories	for	a	privateer	in	the	decade.	John	Wyer's	Mirage	won	in	1975,	while	Jean	Rondeau's	self-titled	chassis	took	1980.	1981–1993	Group	C	Porsche	962	from	1988	The	rest	of	the	1980s	was	known	for	the	dominance	by	Porsche	under	the	new	Group	C	race	car	formula	that	encouraged	fuel	efficiency.
Originally	running	the	effective	956,	it	was	later	replaced	by	the	962.	Both	chassis	were	affordable	enough	for	privateers	to	purchase	them	en	masse,	leading	to	the	two	model	types	winning	six	years	in	a	row.	Jaguar	and	Mercedes-Benz	returned	to	sports	car	racing,	with	Jaguar	being	the	first	to	break	Porsche's	dominance	with	victories	in	1988	and
1990	(with	the	XJR-9	and	Jaguar	XJR-12	respectively).	Mercedes-Benz	won	in	1989,	with	what	was	seen	as	the	latest	incarnation	of	the	elegant	"Silver	Arrows",	the	Sauber	C9,	while	an	influx	of	Japanese	manufacturer	interest	saw	prototypes	from	Nissan	and	Toyota.	In	1988	too,	a	WM	Peugeot	set	up	a	new	record	speeding	at	405	km/h	(252	mph)	in
the	Ligne	Droite	des	Hunaudières,	famous	for	its	6	km	(3.7	mi)	long	straight.[34]	Mazda	would	be	the	first	Japanese	manufacturer	to	succeed,	with	their	unique	rotary-powered	787B	winning	in	1991.	Peugeot	905	from	1993	In	1992	and	1993,	Peugeot	dominated	the	race	with	its	Peugeot	905	as	the	Group	C	formula	and	World	Sportscar	Championship
were	fading	in	participation.	The	circuit	would	also	undergo	one	of	its	most	notable	changes	in	1990,	when	the	5	km	long	Mulsanne	was	modified[33]	to	include	two	chicanes	in	order	to	stop	speeds	of	more	than	400	km/h	(250	mph)	from	being	reached.	This	began	the	ACO's	trend	to	slow	the	cars	on	various	portions	of	the	track.	However,	speeds	over
320	km/h	(200	mph)	are	still	regularly	reached	at	various	points	on	a	lap.	1994–1999	Ferrari	F40	in	1995	race	Following	the	demise	of	the	World	Sportscar	Championship,	Le	Mans	saw	a	resurgence	of	production-based	grand	tourer	cars.	Thanks	to	a	loophole	in	the	rules,	Porsche	succeeded	in	convincing	the	ACO	that	a	Dauer	962	Le	Mans	supercar
was	a	production	car,	allowing	Porsche	to	race	their	Porsche	962	for	one	final	time,	dominating	the	field.	Although	the	ACO	attempted	to	close	the	loophole	for	1995,	newcomer	McLaren	would	win	the	race	in	their	supercar's	first	appearance	thanks	to	the	reliability	of	the	BMW	V12	powered	F1	GTR,	beating	faster	yet	more	trouble-prone	prototypes.
The	trend	would	continue	through	the	1990s	as	more	exotic	supercars	were	built	in	order	to	skirt	the	ACO's	rules	regarding	production-based	race	cars,	leading	to	Porsche,	Mercedes-Benz,	Toyota,	Nissan,	Panoz,	and	Lotus	entering	the	GT	categories.	This	culminated	in	the	1999	event,	in	which	these	GT	cars	were	faced	with	the	Le	Mans	Prototypes
of	BMW,	Audi,	Toyota	and	Ferrari.	BMW	would	survive	with	the	victory,	their	first	and	only	overall	Le	Mans	win	to	date.	At	the	same	time,	Mercedes	left	sportscar	racing	indefinitely	following	three	catastrophic	though	non-fatal	crashes	stemming	from	severe	aerodynamic	flaws	with	their	CLR.	This	strong	manufacturer	influence	led	the	ACO	to	lend
the	Le	Mans	name	to	a	sports	car	series	in	the	United	States	in	1999,	known	as	the	American	Le	Mans	Series,	which	ran	until	the	end	of	the	2013	season	after	which	it	merged	with	Grand-Am	to	form	the	United	SportsCar	Championship.	2000–2005	Audi	R8	Bentley	Speed	8	Many	major	automobile	manufacturers	withdrew	from	sports	car	racing	after
1999	due	to	the	high	cost.	Only	Cadillac	and	Audi	remained,	and	Audi	easily	dominated	with	the	R8.	Cadillac	pulled	out	three	years	later,	and	attempts	by	Panoz,	Chrysler,	and	MG	to	beat	Audi	all	fell	short.	After	three	victories	in	a	row,	Audi	provided	engine,	team	staff,	and	drivers	to	Bentley,	a	corporate	partner,	which	had	returned	in	2001.	In	2003,
the	factory	Bentley	Speed	8s	beat	privateer	Audis.	The	Chevrolet	Corvette	Racing	Team	and	their	C5-R	won	several	times	in	the	GTS	class,	finishing	1st	and	2nd	in	2001,	2002,	and	2004.	They	finished	2nd	and	3rd	in	2003	behind	Ferrari.	2006–2013	A	diesel-powered	Audi	R10	TDI	Audi	R15	TDI	At	the	end	of	2005,	after	five	overall	victories	for	the	R8,
and	six	to	its	V8	turbo	engine,	Audi	took	on	a	new	challenge	by	introducing	a	diesel	engined	prototype	known	as	the	R10	TDI.	Although	not	the	first	diesel	to	race,	it	was	the	first	to	win	at	Le	Mans.	This	era	saw	other	alternative	fuel	sources	used,	including	bio-ethanol.	At	the	same	time,	Peugeot	decided	to	follow	Audi's	lead	and	pursue	a	diesel	entry
in	2007	with	their	908	HDi	FAP.	Peugeot	908	HDi	FAPIn	the	2008	race	between	the	Audi	R10	TDI	and	the	Peugeot	908	HDi	FAP,	the	Audi	won	by	a	margin	of	fewer	than	10	minutes.	For	the	2009	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans,	Peugeot	introduced	a	new	energy-recovery	system	similar	to	the	KERS	used	in	Formula	One.[35]	Aston	Martin	entered	the	LMP1
category,	but	still	raced	in	GT1	with	private	teams.	Audi	returned	with	the	new	R15	TDI,	but	Peugeot	prevailed	in	its	first	overall	win	since	1993.	The	2010	running	reaffirmed	the	race	as	a	test	of	endurance	and	reliability.	Peugeot	chose	overall	speed	in	adjusting	their	cars	and	engines	to	adhere	to	the	2010	regulations,	while	Audi	chose	reliability.	All
four	Peugeots	had	retired	at	the	end	of	the	race,	three	due	to	engine	failure,	while	Audi	finished	1–2–3.	The	2011	and	2012	races	were	marred	by	a	series	of	accidents.	In	2011,	the	Audi	driven	by	Allan	McNish	crashed	heavily	in	the	first	hour,	barrel	rolling	into	a	tire	wall	shortly	after	the	Dunlop	Bridge.	At	night,	the	defending	race-winning	Audi
driven	by	Mike	Rockenfeller	crashed	similarly	between	the	Mulsanne	and	Indianapolis	corners.	Neither	driver	was	injured,	nor	were	any	spectators.	The	third	Audi	entry	was	driven	by	Marcel	Fässler,	André	Lotterer,	and	Benoît	Tréluyer	won	the	race.	The	2012	race	saw	two	factory	Toyotas	replace	Peugeot,	which	had	withdrawn	earlier,	but	one
flipped	at	Mulsanne	Corner.	Driver	Anthony	Davidson	suffered	two	broken	vertebrae	but	could	exit	the	car	himself.	Shortly	after	sunset,	the	other	Toyota	retired	with	mechanical	difficulties,	giving	Audi	another	victory.	In	2011,	the	race	became	the	premier	round	of	the	Intercontinental	Le	Mans	Cup,	attempting	to	make	a	world	championship	for
endurance	racing	again.	In	2012,	the	race	became	the	centerpiece	of	the	FIA	World	Endurance	Championship,	the	successor	to	the	ILMC.	The	2012	event	was	the	first	time	the	race	was	won	by	a	hybrid	electric	vehicle,	which	was	the	Audi	R18	e-tron	quattro.	2014–2020	Porsche	919	Hybrid	in	the	front	of	Audi	R18	in	2015	Regulations	were	changed



for	2014,	notably	with	a	requirement	that	all	LMP1	cars	must	be	closed-cockpit,	some	changes	to	the	hybrid	system,	and	the	introduction	of	the	slow	zone	system.[36]	Porsche	returned	to	Le	Mans	in	2014	with	a	new	factory	LMP1	program,	and	Nissan	returned	to	run	an	LMP1	program	in	2015.	Audi	withdrew	from	racing	at	the	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans
in	2016	and	Nissan	after	only	one	attempt	in	2015.	Porsche	won	the	race	in	2015,	2016,	and	2017	with	its	hybrid	919,	and	remains	the	most	successful	manufacturer	at	Le	Mans,	with	19	overall	victories,	including	seven	straight	from	1981	to	1987.	In	2017,	changes	were	made	to	the	LMP2	regulations	on	cockpit	and	chassis,	meaning	all	prototype
cars	must	be	closed-cockpit.	In	2018,	Toyota	won	their	first	Le	Mans	with	Fernando	Alonso,	Sébastien	Buemi	and	Kazuki	Nakajima	driving.	Toyota	won	the	race	again	in	2019,	2020,	2021,	and	2022.	2020	also	saw	the	race	held	behind	closed	doors	for	the	first	time	due	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	2021	onwards	2021	saw	the	introduction	of	the
Hypercar	class,	a	class	which	allows	for	Le	Mans	Hypercars	and	from	2023	onwards	also	LMDh	cars	to	participate.	2021	saw	the	race	once	again	being	postponed,	this	time	to	August.	For	2021	and	2022,	non-hybrid	LMP1	cars	were	allowed	to	participate	as	"grandfathered"	LMP1	cars,	although	only	Alpine	would	make	use	of	this.[37]	Other	entries	in
the	hypercar	class	were	Toyota	and	privateer	team	Glickenhaus.	The	new	Hypercar	regulations	allowed	manufacterers	more	freedom	with	the	design,	leading	to	cars	such	as	the	wingless	Peugeot	9X8	which	will	enter	in	2022.	The	LMP2	regulations	were	extended	to	2024	with	the	next	generation	LMP2	cars,	which	are	also	used	as	chassis	for	the
LMDh	cars,	is	said	to	be	introduced	in	2025.	2025	will	likely	also	see	the	introduction	of	hydrogen	powered	prototypes	which	will	race	for	the	overall	victory.[38]	Innovations	Le	Mans	has	seen	many	innovations	in	automotive	design	to	counteract	the	circuit's	difficulties.	These	have	either	been	dictated	by	rules	or	have	been	attempts	by	manufacturers
to	outwit	the	competition.	Some	innovations	were	incorporated	into	the	everyday	automobile.	Aerodynamics	A	1969	Porsche	908	Langheck	The	1950	Cadillac	Le	Monstre	One	of	the	keys	to	Le	Mans	is	top	speed	due	to	the	long	straights	that	dominate	the	circuit.	This	has	meant	cars	have	attempted	to	achieve	the	maximum	speeds	possible	instead	of
relying	on	downforce	for	the	turns.	While	early	competitors'	cars	were	street	cars	with	their	bodywork	removed	to	reduce	weight,	innovators	like	Bugatti	developed	cars	that	saw	the	beginnings	of	aerodynamics.	Nicknamed	tanks	due	to	their	similarity	to	military	tanks	in	World	War	I,	these	cars	used	simple	curves	to	cover	all	the	car's	mechanical
elements	and	increase	top	speed.	Once	Le	Mans	returned	after	World	War	II,	most	manufacturers	would	adopt	closed	bodies	streamlined	for	better	aerodynamics.	A	notable	example	of	the	changes	brought	about	by	aerodynamics	are	the	1950	entries	by	Briggs	Cunningham.	Cunningham	entered	two	1950	Cadillac	Coupe	de	Villes,	one	nearly	stock
and	the	other	completely	rebodied	in	a	streamlined	aluminum	shape	developed	by	Grumman	Aircraft	Engineering	Corporation	that	looked	so	unusual	that	it	was	nicknamed	"Le	Monstre"	by	the	French	press.	The	smoothing	of	body	shapes	and	fairing-in	of	various	parts	of	the	machine	brought	about	by	the	continual	search	for	reduction	of	aerodynamic
drag	led	to	a	separation	from	Grand	Prix	cars,	which	rarely	had	large	bodywork.	As	the	years	went	on,	bodywork	became	all-enveloping,	while	at	the	same	time	lighter.	The	larger	bodywork	with	spoilers	was	able	to	provide	more	downforce	for	the	turns	without	increasing	the	drag,	allowing	cars	to	maintain	high	speeds.	Extended	bodywork	would
usually	concentrate	on	the	car's	rear,	usually	being	termed	long	tail.	The	bodywork	also	began	to	cover	the	cockpit	for	less	drag.	However,	open	cockpits	would	come	and	go	over	the	years	as	rules	varied.	Aerodynamics	reached	its	peak	in	1989	before	the	Mulsanne	Straight	was	modified.	During	the	1988	race,	the	crew	of	a	Peugeot	powered	WM
prototype	taped	over	the	engine	openings,	allowing	Roger	Dorchy	to	set	a	recorded	speed	of	405	km/h	(252	mph)	down	the	Mulsanne	in	a	publicity	stunt.	However,	the	car	was	almost	undrivable	elsewhere	on	the	circuit.	The	engine	was	soon	destroyed	from	a	lack	of	cooling.[citation	needed]	However,	for	the	1989	event,	the	Mercedes-Benz	C9
reached	400	km/h	(249	mph)	under	qualifying	conditions.[39]	Engines	A	1929	supercharged	Bentley	1991	Mazda	787B,	the	only	Le	Mans	winner	with	Wankel	engine	A	wide	variety	of	engines	have	competed	at	Le	Mans	in	attempts	to	achieve	greater	speed	and	have	better	fuel	economy	and	spend	less	time	in	the	pits.	Engine	sizes	have	also	varied
greatly,	with	the	smallest	engines	being	a	mere	569	cc	(Simca	Cinq)	and	the	largest	upwards	of	8,000	cc	(SRT	Viper	GTS-R).	Supercharging	was	an	early	innovation	for	increasing	output,	first	being	raced	in	1929,	while	turbocharging	would	not	appear	until	1974.	The	first	car	to	enter	without	an	engine	run	by	pistons	would	be	in	1963,	when	Rover
partnered	with	British	Racing	Motors	to	run	a	gas	turbine	with	mixed	success,	repeating	in	1965.	The	American	Howmet	Corporation	would	attempt	to	rerun	a	turbine	in	1968	with	even	less	success.	Although	the	engines	offered	great	power,	they	were	hot	and	not	fuel-efficient.	Another	non-piston	engine	that	would	appear	would	be	a	Wankel	engine,
otherwise	known	as	the	rotary	engine.	Run	entirely	by	Mazda	since	its	introduction	in	1970,	the	compact	engine	would	also	suffer	from	fuel	economy	problems	like	the	turbine	had,	yet	would	see	the	success	that	the	turbine	lacked.	After	many	years	of	development,	Mazda	finally	succeeded	in	being	the	only	winner	of	the	race	not	to	have	a	piston-
powered	engine,	taking	the	1991	event	with	the	787B.	Alternative	fuel	sources	would	also	play	a	part	in	more	normal	engine	designs,	with	the	first	non-gasoline	car	appearing	in	1949.	The	Delettrez	Special	would	be	powered	by	a	diesel	engine.	In	contrast,	a	second	diesel	would	appear	in	the	form	of	the	M.A.P.	the	following	year.	Although	diesel
would	appear	at	other	times	over	the	race	existence,	it	would	not	be	until	2006	when	a	prominent	manufacturer,	Audi,	would	invest	in	diesel	and	finally	succeed,	with	the	R10	TDI.	Ethanol	fuel	appeared	in	1980	in	a	modified	Porsche	911,	leading	to	a	class	win.	Alternative	biological	fuel	sources	returned	again	in	2004	with	Team	Nasamax's	DM139-
Judd.[40]	In	2008,	biofuels	(10%	ethanol	for	petrol	engines	and	biodiesel	for	diesel	engines)	were	allowed.	Audi	was	the	first	to	use	next-generation	10%	BTL	biodiesel	developed	by	Shell	and	manufactured	from	biomass.[41]	Beginning	in	2009,	new	regulations	allowed	hybrid	vehicles	with	either	KERS	or	TERS	(Kinetic/Thermal	Energy	Recovery
System)	setups.	However,	only	electrical	(i.e.,	batteries)	energy	storage	was	allowed,	ruling	out	flywheel-based	energy	recovery.[42]	Cars	with	KERS	were	allowed	to	race	in	2009	under	specific	classification	rules.	Since	2010,	they	have	competed	for	points	and	the	championship.	In	2012	the	first	KERS-equipped	car	won;	the	Audi	R18	e-tron	with	a
flywheel	hybrid	system	by	Williams	Hybrid	Power	activated	and	drove	the	front	wheels.	This	was	only	allowed	in	certain	zones	after	the	car	had	accelerated	to	at	least	120	km/h	to	cancel	out	the	acceleration	advantage	that	four-wheelers	could	gain	out	of	corners.	In	the	same	year,	Toyota	also	started	with	a	hybrid	car,	the	TS030,	which	used	KERS	to
power	its	rear	wheels,	meaning	its	usage	was	not	restricted.	In	2025,	the	Automobile	Club	de	l’Ouest	is	planning	to	introduce	a	hydrogen-electric	prototype	class.	This	class	will	be	a	one-design	class	with	a	chassis	provided	by	Red	Bull	Advanced	Technologies-Oreca	and	a	powertrain	supplied	by	GreenGT.	The	development	of	the	hydrogen	fuel	cells
powering	the	cars	will	be	left	to	the	teams	themselves.	According	to	the	ACO's	president	Pierre	Fillon,	there	is	also	a	possibility	of	the	cars	being	powered	by	a	hydrogen	combustion	engine.	The	performance	of	the	class	is	expected	to	be	competitive	with	the	top	Hypercar	class.	[43]	Brakes	With	increased	speeds	around	the	track,	brakes	become	a	key
issue	for	teams	attempting	to	safely	bring	their	cars	down	to	a	slow	enough	speed	to	make	the	Mulsanne	Corner	turn.	Disc	brakes	were	first	seen	in	1953	when	the	Jaguar	C-Type	raced	at	Le	Mans.	In	1955	the	Mercedes-Benz	300	SLR	introduced	the	air	brake	using	a	large	opening	hood	on	the	rear	of	the	car.	Ford	used	a	quick	change	brake	rotor	in
1966	to	achieve	their	first	victory	at	Le	Mans.[44]	In	the	1980s,	anti-lock	braking	systems	became	standard	on	most	Group	C	cars	as	a	safety	measure,	making	it	less	likely	that	cars	lose	control	at	high	speeds.	By	the	late	1990s,	reinforced	carbon-carbon	brakes	were	adopted	for	better	stopping	power.	Successful	marques	and	drivers	For	a	list	of
winning	drivers,	teams,	and	cars,	see	List	of	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	winners.	The	most	successful	participant	of	all	time	at	Le	Mans,	Danish	driver	Tom	Kristensen,	has	nine	wins	(7	with	Audi),	the	latest	in	2013.	Tom	Kristensen	in	the	Walk	of	fame	Le	Mans-Winners	2013	Over	the	years,	many	manufacturers	have	managed	to	take	the	overall	win,	while
even	more	have	taken	class	wins.	The	most	successful	marque	in	the	history	of	the	race	is	Porsche,	which	has	taken	nineteen	overall	victories,	including	seven	in	a	row	from	1981	to	1987	and	107	class	victories.	Audi	is	next	with	thirteen	wins,[45][46]	and	Ferrari	follows	with	nine,	also	including	six	in	a	row	from	1960	to	1965.	Since	2000	Audi	has
dominated	the	event,	winning	13	times	in	15	years	of	participation.[47]	Audi	and	Team	Joest	have	had	two	hat-tricks,	the	first	being	in	2000,	2001,	and	2002.	Jaguar	has	seven	wins.	In	contrast,	Bentley,	Alfa	Romeo,	and	Ford	all	won	four	races	in	a	row,	with	Bentley	recording	two	additional	victories	in	other	years.	In	2018,	Toyota	became	only	the
second	Japanese	marque	to	win,	following	Mazda	in	1991.	Mazda	is	also	the	only	company	to	win	with	a	rotary	engine.	After	Porsche's	total	of	107	class	victories,	Ferrari	has	37,	and	Aston	Martin,	Audi,	and	Chevrolet	each	have	14.	Three	drivers	stand	apart	for	their	number	of	victories.	Initially,	Jacky	Ickx	held	the	record	at	six,	scoring	victories
between	1969	and	1982,	earning	him	honorary	citizenship	to	the	town	of	Le	Mans.	His	frequent	racing	partner,	Derek	Bell,	trailing	by	a	single	win,	with	five.	However,	Dane	Tom	Kristensen	has	beaten	this	record	with	nine	wins	between	1997	and	2013,	including	six	in	a	row.	Three-time	winner	Woolf	Barnato	(1928	to	1930),	American	racing	legend
A.	J.	Foyt	(1967),	Nico	Hülkenberg	(2015),	and	Fernando	Alonso	(2018-2019)	are	the	only	drivers	to	have	won	every	Le	Mans	in	which	they	participated.	Henri	Pescarolo	won	the	race	four	times,	and	holds	the	record	for	the	most	Le	Mans	appearances	at	33.	Japan's	Yojiro	Terada	was	active	as	a	driver	until	2008,	and	holds	the	record	for	the	most	Le
Mans	starts	without	an	overall	win.	Claude	Ballot-Léna	holds	the	most	class	victories	other	than	Kristensen	with	seven	wins	in	GT	class	cars	between	1970	and	1986.	Graham	Hill	is	the	only	driver	to	win	the	so-called	Triple	Crown	of	Motorsport,	winning	the	Indianapolis	500	(1966),	Monaco	Grand	Prix	(1963,	1964,	1965,	1968,	1969),	and	the	24
Hours	of	Le	Mans	(1972).[48][49]	Accidents	See	also:	List	of	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	fatal	accidents	Le	Mans	has	seen	many	fatal	accidents	due	partly	to	the	very	high-speed	nature	of	all	variants	of	the	track	throughout	history.	The	largest	one	was	in	1955	when	83	spectators	and	driver	Pierre	Levegh	were	killed.	In	the	wake	of	the	disaster,	many	races
were	cancelled,	including	the	Grand	Prix	races	in	Germany,	Spain,	and	Switzerland	(the	latter	as	a	part	of	a	blanket	ban	on	motorsport	round-track	races	that	was	maintained	until	2018).[50]	The	accident	led	to	safety	regulations	in	all	motorsports	for	both	driver	and	spectator	protection.	Almost	all	decades	in	which	Le	Mans	has	been	run	have	seen
their	fair	share	of	horrific	accidents,	such	as	in	1972	when	Swede	Jo	Bonnier	was	catapulted	into	a	forest	surrounding	the	circuit	after	hitting	a	privately	entered	Ferrari	near	the	Indianapolis	section;	Bonnier	was	killed	instantly.	The	1980s	was	a	decade	where	some	of	the	race's	worst-ever	accidents	occurred.	Although	Armco	barriers	had	been
installed	along	the	straight	in	1969,	there	were	still	no	chicanes	on	the	Mulsanne	Straight.	In	this	place,	almost	all	of	the	worst	accidents	occurred	during	that	time.	The	prototypes,	most	of	which	were	equipped	with	very	powerful	turbocharged	engines	in	those	days,	were	capable	of	doing	more	than	390–400	km/h	(240–250	mph)	before	reaching	the
kink	and	would	still	be	doing	the	same	kind	of	speeds	at	the	end	of	the	5.8-kilometre	(3.6	mi)	straight	–	and	even	through	the	kink,	which	was	a	flat-out	bend	for	all	the	cars	on	the	track.	In	1981,	Belgian	Thierry	Boutsen	crashed	horrifically	on	the	Mulsanne	Straight	in	his	WM-Peugeot,	killing	a	marshal.	In	the	same	race,	Frenchman	Jean-Louis	Lafosse
was	also	killed	on	the	Mulsanne	Straight	when	his	Rondeau	suffered	a	suspension	failure,	steered	very	suddenly	to	the	right,	and	slammed	into	the	Armco	barrier	on	the	driver's	side	at	extreme	speeds.	The	1984	race	saw	British	privateer	John	Sheldon	crashing	at	more	than	320	km/h	(200	mph)	at	the	Mulsanne	Kink;	his	Aston	Martin	V8	powered
Nimrod	tore	through	the	Armco	barriers	into	the	trees.	The	resulting	explosion	was	so	violent	that	the	woods	next	to	the	track	caught	fire.	Although	Sheldon	survived	with	severe	burns,	a	track	marshal	was	killed;	two	others	were	also	severely	injured.	Sheldon's	teammate,	American	Drake	Olson	in	the	second	Nimrod-Aston	Martin,	who	was	following
him	down	the	straight,	crashed	heavily	after	running	over	Sheldon's	bodywork;	he	went	into	severe	shock	but	survived	with	minor	injuries.	The	field	was	under	the	safety	car	for	over	an	hour	while	the	crash	site	was	cleared,	and	the	destroyed	Armco	barriers	were	replaced.	In	1985,	a	similar	accident	befell	Briton	Dudley	Wood	in	a	Porsche	962	during
practice.	The	impact	of	the	car	against	the	Armco,	considering	Wood	was	doing	more	than	370	km/h	(230	mph),	was	so	hard	that	it	cracked	the	engine	block.	Wood	survived	without	injury.	Also,	in	1985,	John	Nielsen	flipped	his	Sauber-Mercedes	while	going	over	the	Mulsanne	hump	at	more	than	350	km/h	(220	mph).	The	car	landed	on	its	roof	and
was	destroyed,	but	Nielsen	escaped	without	injury.	In	1986,	Jo	Gartner	drove	a	Porsche	962C	into	the	Mulsanne	barriers	and	was	killed	instantly	after	the	car	rolled	multiple	times,	vaulted	some	Armco	barriers,	and	knocked	down	a	telegraph	pole.	Moreover,	in	1987,	American	Price	Cobb	crashed	a	works	Porsche	962C	after	slipping	on	oil	during
Wednesday	practice.	The	fuel	tank	exploded	and	the	car	burned	to	the	ground,	but	Cobb	escaped	without	injury.	Gartner's	fatal	accident	remained	the	most	recent	death	in	the	race	until	Allan	Simonsen's	crash	in	2013.	However,	there	was	one	fatality	during	a	practice	session	in	1997	(Sebastien	Enjolras).[51]	In	1999,	the	Mercedes-Benz	CLRs
suffered	from	aerodynamic	instability	leading	to	airborne	cars.	After	initially	happening	at	the	Le	Mans	test	day,	Mercedes	claimed	to	have	solved	the	problem,	only	for	it	to	occur	again	at	warmup.	Mark	Webber	was	the	unlucky	driver	whose	car	flipped	on	both	occasions.	The	last	and	most	damaging	accident	occurred	during	the	race	itself	when
Peter	Dumbreck's	CLR	became	airborne,	flying	over	the	safety	fencing	and	landing	in	the	woods	several	metres	away.	No	drivers	were	severely	hurt	in	any	of	the	three	accidents.	However,	Mercedes-Benz	withdrew	its	remaining	entry	and	ended	its	entire	sportscar	programme.	In	2011,	two	horrific	accidents	occurred	to	two	of	the	three	factory	Audis
in	the	LMP1	class.	Near	the	end	of	the	first	hour,	the	No.	3	car	driven	by	Allan	McNish	collided	with	one	of	the	Ferrari	GT	cars,	resulting	in	McNish's	car	smashing	into	the	tyre	wall	and	being	thrown	into	the	air	at	the	Dunlop	chicanes,	resulting	in	pieces	of	bodywork	flying	over	and	nearly	hitting	many	photographers	on	the	other	side	of	the	barrier.
In	the	eleventh	hour	of	the	race,	another	accident	occurred	to	the	No.	1	car	driven	by	Mike	Rockenfeller	when	he	had	contact	with	another	Ferrari	GT	car.	In	the	runup	to	Indianapolis	corner,	Rockenfeller's	Audi	was	sent	into	the	outside	barrier	at	over	270	km/h	(170	mph).	Only	the	main	cockpit	safety	cell	of	the	car	remained,	along	with	major
damage	being	done	to	the	barriers	that	needed	to	be	repaired	before	the	race	was	resumed.	Audi	had	switched	to	a	closed-cockpit	car	starting	in	2011,	a	decision	credited	for	the	fact	that	neither	driver	was	injured.	The	2014	regulations	required	all	cars	to	be	closed-cockpit	due	to	the	2011	accident.	In	2012,	Anthony	Davidson,	driving	for	the
returning	Toyota	team	in	a	Toyota	TS030	Hybrid,	collided	with	a	Ferrari	458	GT2	of	Piergiuseppe	Perazzini,	and	became	airborne	before	crashing	into	the	tyre	barrier	of	the	Mulsanne	Corner	at	high	speed.	The	Ferrari	also	ended	up	in	the	barrier,	flipping	and	coming	to	a	halt	on	its	roof.	Davidson	suffered	broken	vertebrae.[52][53]	In	2013,	Dane
Allan	Simonsen	died	after	crashing	into	the	barriers	at	Tertre	Rouge.[54]	When	the	car	collided	with	the	guard	rail,	a	mature	tree	had	been	touching	the	barrier,	thereby	preventing	the	guard	rail	from	performing	its	safety	function.[55]	Coverage	A	helicopter	that	provided	aerial	coverage	for	2019	race	An	ACO	host	covering	the	2016	race	Motors	TV
covered	the	Le	Mans	24	Hours	in	its	entirety	in	2006	and	2007,	including	coverage	of	the	scrutineering,	qualifying,	driver	parade,	warmup,	and	race.	In	the	United	States,	FOX	owned	SPEED	Channel,	followed	by	Fox	Sports	1	and	Fox	Sports	2	aired	complete	race	coverage	live	either	on-air	or	online	through	a	combination	of	coverage	from	the	French
host	broadcaster	and	its	own	pit	reporting	crew	for	several	years.	That	deal	ended	after	the	2017	season.	A	United	States	television	deal	was	not	done	for	the	2018–19	WEC	Super	Season	because	of	a	renegotiation	of	its	European	contract.	In	2008,	Eurosport	secured	a	multi-year	deal	to	show	the	entire	race,	including	the	qualifying	and	the
motorcycle	race.	Every	hour	of	the	2008	race	was	broadcast	in	segments	on	the	main	channel	and	Eurosport	2.	However,	a	couple	of	hours	were	missed	in	recent	years	due	to	scheduling	clashes	with	other	sporting	events.[56][non-primary	source	needed]	In	addition,	Eurosport	provided	live	streaming	on	its	website	to	subscribers.	Since	2009,
Eurosport	and	Eurosport	2	have	covered	all	the	action,	and	beginning	in	2018,	Eurosport	gained	United	States	broadcast	rights	for	the	World	Endurance	Championship	for	the	race	only	on	Motor	Trend,	a	channel	also	owned	by	Eurosport's	parent	company.	Qualifying	and	practices	aired	on	a	direct-to-consumer	streaming	platform	from	Motor	Trend
magazine.	In	Australia	in	2012,	Ten	Sport	showed	the	race	live	and	in	full	online.[57]	The	race	is	also	broadcast	(in	English)	on	the	radio	by	Radio	Le	Mans.	Appearances	in	media	See	also:	Le	Mans	24	Hours	video	games	This	section	is	empty.	You	can	help	by	adding	to	it.	(July	2021)	Vintage	racing	Ford	GT40	alongside	Chevrolet	Corvette	in	2015	Le
Mans	Legend	Main	article:	Le	Mans	Legend	Since	2001,	the	ACO	has	allowed	the	"Le	Mans	Legend"	event	to	participate	on	the	full	Circuit	de	la	Sarthe.	These	exhibition	races	involve	classic	cars	that	had	previously	run	at	Le	Mans	or	are	similar	to	those.	Each	year,	a	particular	era	of	cars	may	participate,	with	the	featured	era	changing	from	year	to
year.	Though	most	drivers	in	this	event	are	amateurs,	some	noted	professional	drivers	have	appeared	to	race	cars	they	had	previously	run,	such	as	Stirling	Moss	and	Derek	Bell.	Le	Mans	Start	at	Le	Mans	Classic	2018	Main	article:	Le	Mans	Classic	Starting	in	2002,	the	"Le	Mans	Classic"	has	been	held	as	a	biennial	event	on	the	full	13	km	(8.1	mi)
circuit	in	July.	The	races	take	place	over	a	full	24-hour	day/night	cycle,	with	starts	on	set	times	allowing	cars	from	the	same	era	to	compete	simultaneously.	A	team	typically	consists	of	a	car	in	each	class.	The	team	with	the	most	points	accumulated	over	five	or	six	classes	is	declared	the	overall	winner.	The	classes	are	based	on	the	era	in	which	the	cars
would	have	competed.	The	exact	class	requirements	are	re-evaluated	for	every	event	since	the	age	for	the	youngest	entries	is	shifted	by	two	years	for	each	event.	In	the	first	event,	five	classes	ran	more	short	races;	later	events	have	featured	six	classes	running	fewer	but	longer	races.	Drivers	are	required	to	have	an	FIA	International	Competition
license.	This	event	also	includes	a	large	Concours	d'Elegance	and	auction.	See	also	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	(motorcycle	race)	24	Hours	of	LeMons	Le	Mans	24	Hours	video	games	List	of	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	winners	List	of	24	hours	of	Le	Mans	records	Triple	Crown	of	Motorsport	Radio	Le	Mans	References	^	"Weekly	auto	agenda:	Le	Mans".	The
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season2006	(2006)DriversAmateur	racers	24	Hours	of	Lemons	race	at	Ridge	Motorsports	Park	The	24	Hours	of	Lemons,	sometimes	styled	as	"24	Hours	of	LeMons",	"24	Hours	of	LeMONS",	or	"24	Hours	of	LEMONS",	is	a	series	of	endurance	races	held	on	paved	road	race	courses	across	the	United	States.	The	series	holds	the	Guinness	World	Record
for	the	"Most	participants	in	one	race"	(216	cars).[1]	The	name	of	the	race	series	is	a	play	on	words	alluding	to	both	the	long-running	annual	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	sports	car	race	in	Le	Mans,	France,	and	the	notion	of	"lemon"	cars.	The	event	is	similar	to	the	folkracing	phenomenon	in	Nordic	countries,	and	similar	to	the	ChumpCar	World	Series,	which
developed	out	of	it	but	has	a	more	carnival-like	atmosphere.	Teams	of	at	least	four	drivers	compete	for	up	to	24	hours	in	race-prepared	cars	with	a	price	limit	of	no	more	than	US$500	(not	including	safety	equipment)	for	cars.	These	races	set	themselves	apart	from	the	typical	road	race	by	their	severe	price	limit	imposed	on	the	contestants'	vehicles,
their	unusual	penalties	and	punishments	meted	out	by	judges,	and	their	blatant	disregard	for	traditional	motorsport	politicking.	Event	overview	Despite	the	name	of	the	series,	most	of	the	events	are	a	total	of	12–16	hours	of	racing	split	across	two	days.	Race	sessions	are	usually	mid-morning	to	early	evening	on	both	days,	except	for	the	occasional	24-
hour	contest	that	runs	mid-day	on	Saturday	straight	through	the	night	to	mid-day	Sunday.	History	The	24	Hours	of	Lemons,	founded	by	author/editor	Jay	Lamm	(self-appointed	"Chief	Perp"),	began	in	2006	as	a	progression	of	an	earlier	San	Francisco,	California,	event,	the	Double	500,	which	was	a	500-kilometer	road	rally	for	US$500	vehicles.[2][3]
After	several	yearly	Double	500s,	the	organizers	deemed	the	event	too	easy,	so	the	24	Hours	of	Lemons	endurance	race	was	born.	The	earliest	Lemons	races	were	held	at	Altamont	Motorsports	Park	and	other	tracks	in	California.	The	series	expanded	in	2008	to	include	events	in	the	eastern	United	States,	with	races	held	in	Connecticut,	Ohio,	South
Carolina,	Texas,	and	the	races	in	California	and	Nevada.[4]	Races	are	now	held	all	over	the	U.S.,	and	are	broken	into	various	U.S.	regions:	East,	Gulf,	Midwest,	South,	and	West.[5]	In	May	2008,	a	Lemons	race	held	at	Altamont	was	struck	by	tragedy	when	the	driver	of	one	of	the	cars	died	during	the	race.	Court	Summerfield,	47,	suffered	a	heart	attack
or	stroke	during	the	race	and	crashed	into	a	wall.	Investigations	concluded	that	there	were	no	related	mechanical	problems	with	the	car	and	that	the	driver	was	already	dead	upon	impact.[6]	In	2016,	license	agreements	were	reached	to	expand	Lemons	racing	into	Australia	and	New	Zealand.	The	Lemons	franchise	agreement	with	organizers	in
Australia	and	New	Zealand	was	discontinued	in	2020.[citation	needed]	Preparation	and	rules	A	typical	Lemons	racer	being	refueled;	in	this	case,	a	Fiat	131	To	enter	the	event,	participants	must	find	a	car	where	purchasing	and	prepping	the	car	will	not	exceed	US$500,	not	including	safety	equipment.[7][8]	The	name	of	the	race	alludes	to	the	relatively
low	value	of	entrants'	cars,	as	such	vehicles	might	be	considered	"lemons".	The	event	organizers	set	a	complete	set	of	safety	rules	that	typically	are	on	par	with	other	road	racing	sanctioning	bodies,	including	the	Sports	Car	Club	of	America	and	National	Auto	Sport	Association.	Additions	to	the	rules	(both	serious	and	humorous,	plus	rules	to
discourage	cheating)	include:	Dollar	limit	to	prep	car.	This	includes	the	car's	purchase	price,	any	modifications	made	to	it,	and	other	assorted	expenses	(such	as	labor	and	sponsorships)	are	figured	into	the	cost.	Approved	safety	equipment	(see	below)	plus	brakes,	wheels,	and	tires	are	not	included	in	the	vehicle	purchase	figure.	Items	sold	off	a	car
can	be	deducted	from	the	total	spent,	so	it	is	possible	to	buy	a	more	expensive	car	and	sell	off	parts,	or	sell	parts	and	buy	better	equipment.	(i.e.,	selling	off	parts	from	a	BMW	or	other	similar	luxury	car	to	circumvent/comply	with	the	purchase	'cap'	rule.)	If	the	event	organizers	feel	the	car	has	exceeded	its	financial	limit,	they	assign	what	is	called	a
BSF	(Bullshit	Factor),	where	every	$10	the	car	exceeds	over	the	purchase	price	is	docked	one	lap	(BS	penalties	may	vary	in	each	territory).	Car	must	have	four	wheels	and	have	been	legal	for	highway	use	at	its	time	of	manufacture.	Required	safety	equipment	includes:	A	six-point	roll	cage	Full-face	Snell	SA2015	helmet	or	better	Fire	extinguisher	and
fire	suppression	system	Five	or	six-point	racing	harness	SFI	3.2A/1	Nomex-style	fire	suit,	fire	resistant/retardant	gloves,	shoes,	and	fire	retardant	underwear	SFI	38.1-rated	or	FIA	8858-rated	head	and	neck	support.	Driver's	seat	must	reach	the	middle	of	the	helmet	or	higher.	SFI	or	FIA	approved	seat	recommended	Race	Most	events	are	14.5	hours
long,	with	sessions	on	Saturday	and	Sunday	running	from	six	to	ten	hours	long.	There	is	usually	one	full	24-hour	endurance	race	each	year.	Each	race	begins	with	all	cars	being	released	onto	the	track	under	a	full	course	yellow	flag	for	lap-timing	transponder	checks.	No	passing	is	permitted	under	yellow,	so	all	cars	operational	before	the	start	(over
150	have	been	known	to	start)	will	circulate	the	track	in	single	file	for	up	to	20	minutes	until	the	officials	are	satisfied	that	the	timing	and	scoring	system	is	working	properly.	The	race	officially	begins	with	the	green	flag	being	waved	at	a	randomly	chosen	car.[9]	Standard	racing	flags	are	used	by	corner	workers	stationed	around	the	track	to
communicate	with	drivers.	The	black	flag	is	used	liberally	throughout	the	race	to	mandate	an	immediate	pit	stop	for	concerns	with	driving	or	with	the	car.	Driving	infractions	range	from	contact	with	another	vehicle	or	fixed	barrier	and	overly	aggressive	driving	to	spinning	or	driving	two	wheels	off	the	track.	Car	problems	that	typically	result	in	black
flags	are,	most	frequently,	obvious	safety	problems	such	as	any	fluid	leak,	parts	hanging	off	the	car,	or	inoperative	lights.	Drivers	must	report	to	the	penalty	box	immediately	after	being	shown	a	black	flag.	Races	split	into	two	days	will	have	a	checkered	flag	at	the	end	of	the	first	day,	signifying	the	end	of	the	racing	session.	The	race	is	restarted	the
next	day,	generally	with	the	top	ten	cars	being	permitted	to	line	up	in	order,	with	the	first-place	car	getting	the	green	flag.	Penalties	Wheel	of	Misfortune	–	Buttonwillow,	CA	August	15–16,	2009	Lemons	officials	have	an	idiosyncratic	penalty	and	punishment	system[10]	where	penalties	for	some	infractions	are	meted	out	by	a	device	called	the	"Wheel
of	Misfortune".[7]	Various	devices	may	be	put	onto	the	car	in	order	to	affect	car	performance;	one	device	used	is	metal	silhouettes	of	various	farm	animals	welded	to	the	roof	by	the	"Arc	Angel"	to	reduce	aerodynamic	efficiency.	Also,	any	car	that	flips	in	the	process	of	the	race	is	slapped	with	the	"Why	Am	I	Upside-Down?"	penalty:	not	only	is	that	team
disqualified	for	the	current	race	but	the	driver	who	flipped	the	car	is	barred	from	all	other	races	for	one	year.	Likewise,	drivers	and	teams	might	also	be	forced	to	undertake	physical	acts	in	order	to	satisfy	punishment	conditions,	such	as	the	Marcel	Marceau	Memorial	"Mime	Your	Crime"	penalty,	where	a	driver	must	put	on	white	face	paint	and	a
beret	and	mime	what	they	did	wrong.	In	addition,	penalties	are	often	tailored	to	address	current	events	or	figures	where	the	race	is	run.	Examples	of	this	include	the	"Max	Mosley	S&M	Penalty",	the	"Sheriff	Joe	Arpaio	Penalty"	in	Arizona	(where	drivers	must	don	pink	underwear,	sit	in	a	hot	tent,	and	eat	stale	bologna	sandwiches,	all	punishments	the
Maricopa	County	sheriff	has	inflicted	at	his	prisons),	and	the	"Mark	Sanford	'Cry	For	Me,	Argentina'	Memorial	Penalty"	at	a	race	in	South	Carolina,	in	which	a	driver	must	write	a	lengthy	love	letter	to	his	Argentine	mistress	on	his	car,	à	la	the	former	governor	of	that	state.	All	penalties	are	designed	to	waste	a	driver's	time	while	less	aggressive	and
better	drivers	continue	to	race.	Awards	Car	being	destroyed	at	Altamont,	7–8	July	'07	There	are	a	variety	of	awards	and	trophies	given	at	the	conclusion	of	each	race.	Prize	money	has,	in	the	past,	been	awarded	in	a	number	of	humorous	manners,	including	payment	in	nickels,[11][7]	checks	made	out	on	toilet	seats,	or	cryptocurrency.	The	midway
award	was	aptly	named	the	"People's	Curse".	One	car	was	voted	People's	Curse	for	being	driven	by	the	biggest	jerks	of	the	day,	as	judged	by	the	attending	crowd.	The	offending	car	was	crushed	or	otherwise	destroyed,	typically	by	heavy	equipment.	However,	an	angry	mob	with	wire	cutters	and	wrenches	had	been	used	when	none	could	be	found.	If
there	were	not	enough	votes	to	destroy	a	car,	it	might	have	instead	received	nasty	but	non-fatal	damage,	or	it	may	have	been	sent	to	the	"penalty	box"	with	a	black	flag.	At	the	start	of	the	2013	season,	the	Curse	was	removed	from	the	series.	The	counterpoint	to	the	People's	Curse,	"Organizers	Choice"	(initially	"People's	Choice"),	is	awarded	to	the
team	that	best	represents	the	friendly	spirit	of	the	race.	The	car	that	completes	the	most	laps,	net	of	pre-race	"BS"	penalties,	is	awarded	the	"Win	on	Laps",	and	the	team	receives	a	trophy.	The	grand	prize	(and	considered	by	some	to	be	the	"true"	winner)	is	the	"Index	of	Effluency"	award,	presented	to	a	car	considered	unlikely	to	finish	the	race	at	all,
let	alone	finish	with	a	respectable	number	of	laps	completed.	The	team	that	wins	the	Index	of	Effluency	is	given	a	trophy,	a	cash	prize,	and	free	entry	in	a	future	race.	Before	a	race,	every	entry	is	assigned	into	a	class,	A,	B,	or	C.	The	car	in	each	class	that	completes	the	most	laps,	net	of	pre-race	"BS"	penalties	(except	the	winner	on	laps,	which	was
previously	recognized),	is	awarded	the	class	win,	and	the	team	receives	a	trophy.	Several	other	trophies	are	given:	"Heroic	Fix",[12]	"I	Got	Screwed",[13]	and	"Judge's	Choice",	along	with	a	region-specific	trophy	that	celebrates	a	particular	timely	or	localized	cultural	reference	or	idiosyncrasy	of	a	team	from	the	region.	This	has	included	awards	for
"Dangerous	Homemade	Technology",	in	which	teams	have	brought	fun	things	for	the	general	social	welfare	of	the	participants,	like	an	oversized	teeter-totter.	The	organizers	announce	annual	team	and	driver	champions	(based	on	points	accrued	from	overall	race	finishing	positions)	at	the	end	of	each	season.	References	^	"Most	participants	in	a	car
race".	Guinness	World	Records.	2017.	Retrieved	2017-01-22.	The	most	participants	in	a	car	race	was	216	cars	at	an	event	organized	by	John	'Jay'	Lamm	and	The	24	Hours	of	Lemons	racing	series	(USA)	at	Thunderhills	raceway	park,	California,	USA,	on	the	September	13–14,	2014	^	24	Hours	of	LeMONS	FAQ	Archived	2013-06-17	at	the	Wayback
Machine	–	aren't	you	those	double	500	guys?	^	"24	Hours	of	Lemons	is	like	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans	–	just	funnier	and	cheaper".	Sporting	News.	^	Series	Events	&	Results	Archived	November	24,	2011,	at	the	Wayback	Machine	^	"Lemons	Racing	Series	Schedule".	^	Greden,	Phil	(May	12,	2008).	"Court	Summerfield,	1961–2008".	Jalopnik.	Retrieved
November	24,	2021.	^	a	b	c	Quiroga,	Tony	(February	2007).	"Beaters	Rule!	The	24	Hours	of	LeMons".	Car	and	Driver.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	18,	2008.	Retrieved	2008-03-30.	^	The	24	Hours	of	Lemons:	Prices	&	Rules	^	"Racer	Boy:	24	Hours	of	LeMons	or	Endurance	Racing	for	the	Financially	and	Mentally	Challenged".	17	September
2009.	^	Greden,	Phil.	"Judge	Phil's	Lemons	Penalty	Reference".	^	The	24	Hours	of	LeMONS:	FAQ	&	How-To	Archived	2011-10-25	at	the	Wayback	Machine	accessed	November	16,	2011	^	Greden,	Phil.	"History	of	the	Heroic	Fix".	Retrieved	February	11,	2011.	^	Greden,	Phil.	"I	Got	Screwed".	Retrieved	2011-02-11.	External	links	24	Hours	of	Lemons	–
official	website	Retrieved	from	"	5Series	of	endurance	car	races	Not	to	be	confused	with	24	Hours	of	Le	Mans.	24	Hours	of	LemonsCategoryEndurance	racingCountryUnited	StatesInaugural	season2006	(2006)DriversAmateur	racers	24	Hours	of	Lemons	race	at	Ridge	Motorsports	Park	The	24	Hours	of	Lemons,	sometimes	styled	as	"24	Hours	of
LeMons",	"24	Hours	of	LeMONS",	or	"24	Hours	of	LEMONS",	is	a	series	of	endurance	races	held	on	paved	road	race	courses	across	the	United	States.	The	series	holds	the	Guinness	World	Record	for	the	"Most	participants	in	one	race"	(216	cars).[1]	The	name	of	the	race	series	is	a	play	on	words	alluding	to	both	the	long-running	annual	24	Hours	of	Le
Mans	sports	car	race	in	Le	Mans,	France,	and	the	notion	of	"lemon"	cars.	The	event	is	similar	to	the	folkracing	phenomenon	in	Nordic	countries,	and	similar	to	the	ChumpCar	World	Series,	which	developed	out	of	it	but	has	a	more	carnival-like	atmosphere.	Teams	of	at	least	four	drivers	compete	for	up	to	24	hours	in	race-prepared	cars	with	a	price
limit	of	no	more	than	US$500	(not	including	safety	equipment)	for	cars.	These	races	set	themselves	apart	from	the	typical	road	race	by	their	severe	price	limit	imposed	on	the	contestants'	vehicles,	their	unusual	penalties	and	punishments	meted	out	by	judges,	and	their	blatant	disregard	for	traditional	motorsport	politicking.	Event	overview	Despite
the	name	of	the	series,	most	of	the	events	are	a	total	of	12–16	hours	of	racing	split	across	two	days.	Race	sessions	are	usually	mid-morning	to	early	evening	on	both	days,	except	for	the	occasional	24-hour	contest	that	runs	mid-day	on	Saturday	straight	through	the	night	to	mid-day	Sunday.	History	The	24	Hours	of	Lemons,	founded	by	author/editor	Jay
Lamm	(self-appointed	"Chief	Perp"),	began	in	2006	as	a	progression	of	an	earlier	San	Francisco,	California,	event,	the	Double	500,	which	was	a	500-kilometer	road	rally	for	US$500	vehicles.[2][3]	After	several	yearly	Double	500s,	the	organizers	deemed	the	event	too	easy,	so	the	24	Hours	of	Lemons	endurance	race	was	born.	The	earliest	Lemons
races	were	held	at	Altamont	Motorsports	Park	and	other	tracks	in	California.	The	series	expanded	in	2008	to	include	events	in	the	eastern	United	States,	with	races	held	in	Connecticut,	Ohio,	South	Carolina,	Texas,	and	the	races	in	California	and	Nevada.[4]	Races	are	now	held	all	over	the	U.S.,	and	are	broken	into	various	U.S.	regions:	East,	Gulf,
Midwest,	South,	and	West.[5]	In	May	2008,	a	Lemons	race	held	at	Altamont	was	struck	by	tragedy	when	the	driver	of	one	of	the	cars	died	during	the	race.	Court	Summerfield,	47,	suffered	a	heart	attack	or	stroke	during	the	race	and	crashed	into	a	wall.	Investigations	concluded	that	there	were	no	related	mechanical	problems	with	the	car	and	that	the
driver	was	already	dead	upon	impact.[6]	In	2016,	license	agreements	were	reached	to	expand	Lemons	racing	into	Australia	and	New	Zealand.	The	Lemons	franchise	agreement	with	organizers	in	Australia	and	New	Zealand	was	discontinued	in	2020.[citation	needed]	Preparation	and	rules	A	typical	Lemons	racer	being	refueled;	in	this	case,	a	Fiat	131
To	enter	the	event,	participants	must	find	a	car	where	purchasing	and	prepping	the	car	will	not	exceed	US$500,	not	including	safety	equipment.[7][8]	The	name	of	the	race	alludes	to	the	relatively	low	value	of	entrants'	cars,	as	such	vehicles	might	be	considered	"lemons".	The	event	organizers	set	a	complete	set	of	safety	rules	that	typically	are	on	par
with	other	road	racing	sanctioning	bodies,	including	the	Sports	Car	Club	of	America	and	National	Auto	Sport	Association.	Additions	to	the	rules	(both	serious	and	humorous,	plus	rules	to	discourage	cheating)	include:	Dollar	limit	to	prep	car.	This	includes	the	car's	purchase	price,	any	modifications	made	to	it,	and	other	assorted	expenses	(such	as
labor	and	sponsorships)	are	figured	into	the	cost.	Approved	safety	equipment	(see	below)	plus	brakes,	wheels,	and	tires	are	not	included	in	the	vehicle	purchase	figure.	Items	sold	off	a	car	can	be	deducted	from	the	total	spent,	so	it	is	possible	to	buy	a	more	expensive	car	and	sell	off	parts,	or	sell	parts	and	buy	better	equipment.	(i.e.,	selling	off	parts
from	a	BMW	or	other	similar	luxury	car	to	circumvent/comply	with	the	purchase	'cap'	rule.)	If	the	event	organizers	feel	the	car	has	exceeded	its	financial	limit,	they	assign	what	is	called	a	BSF	(Bullshit	Factor),	where	every	$10	the	car	exceeds	over	the	purchase	price	is	docked	one	lap	(BS	penalties	may	vary	in	each	territory).	Car	must	have	four
wheels	and	have	been	legal	for	highway	use	at	its	time	of	manufacture.	Required	safety	equipment	includes:	A	six-point	roll	cage	Full-face	Snell	SA2015	helmet	or	better	Fire	extinguisher	and	fire	suppression	system	Five	or	six-point	racing	harness	SFI	3.2A/1	Nomex-style	fire	suit,	fire	resistant/retardant	gloves,	shoes,	and	fire	retardant	underwear
SFI	38.1-rated	or	FIA	8858-rated	head	and	neck	support.	Driver's	seat	must	reach	the	middle	of	the	helmet	or	higher.	SFI	or	FIA	approved	seat	recommended	Race	Most	events	are	14.5	hours	long,	with	sessions	on	Saturday	and	Sunday	running	from	six	to	ten	hours	long.	There	is	usually	one	full	24-hour	endurance	race	each	year.	Each	race	begins
with	all	cars	being	released	onto	the	track	under	a	full	course	yellow	flag	for	lap-timing	transponder	checks.	No	passing	is	permitted	under	yellow,	so	all	cars	operational	before	the	start	(over	150	have	been	known	to	start)	will	circulate	the	track	in	single	file	for	up	to	20	minutes	until	the	officials	are	satisfied	that	the	timing	and	scoring	system	is
working	properly.	The	race	officially	begins	with	the	green	flag	being	waved	at	a	randomly	chosen	car.[9]	Standard	racing	flags	are	used	by	corner	workers	stationed	around	the	track	to	communicate	with	drivers.	The	black	flag	is	used	liberally	throughout	the	race	to	mandate	an	immediate	pit	stop	for	concerns	with	driving	or	with	the	car.	Driving
infractions	range	from	contact	with	another	vehicle	or	fixed	barrier	and	overly	aggressive	driving	to	spinning	or	driving	two	wheels	off	the	track.	Car	problems	that	typically	result	in	black	flags	are,	most	frequently,	obvious	safety	problems	such	as	any	fluid	leak,	parts	hanging	off	the	car,	or	inoperative	lights.	Drivers	must	report	to	the	penalty	box
immediately	after	being	shown	a	black	flag.	Races	split	into	two	days	will	have	a	checkered	flag	at	the	end	of	the	first	day,	signifying	the	end	of	the	racing	session.	The	race	is	restarted	the	next	day,	generally	with	the	top	ten	cars	being	permitted	to	line	up	in	order,	with	the	first-place	car	getting	the	green	flag.	Penalties	Wheel	of	Misfortune	–
Buttonwillow,	CA	August	15–16,	2009	Lemons	officials	have	an	idiosyncratic	penalty	and	punishment	system[10]	where	penalties	for	some	infractions	are	meted	out	by	a	device	called	the	"Wheel	of	Misfortune".[7]	Various	devices	may	be	put	onto	the	car	in	order	to	affect	car	performance;	one	device	used	is	metal	silhouettes	of	various	farm	animals
welded	to	the	roof	by	the	"Arc	Angel"	to	reduce	aerodynamic	efficiency.	Also,	any	car	that	flips	in	the	process	of	the	race	is	slapped	with	the	"Why	Am	I	Upside-Down?"	penalty:	not	only	is	that	team	disqualified	for	the	current	race	but	the	driver	who	flipped	the	car	is	barred	from	all	other	races	for	one	year.	Likewise,	drivers	and	teams	might	also	be
forced	to	undertake	physical	acts	in	order	to	satisfy	punishment	conditions,	such	as	the	Marcel	Marceau	Memorial	"Mime	Your	Crime"	penalty,	where	a	driver	must	put	on	white	face	paint	and	a	beret	and	mime	what	they	did	wrong.	In	addition,	penalties	are	often	tailored	to	address	current	events	or	figures	where	the	race	is	run.	Examples	of	this
include	the	"Max	Mosley	S&M	Penalty",	the	"Sheriff	Joe	Arpaio	Penalty"	in	Arizona	(where	drivers	must	don	pink	underwear,	sit	in	a	hot	tent,	and	eat	stale	bologna	sandwiches,	all	punishments	the	Maricopa	County	sheriff	has	inflicted	at	his	prisons),	and	the	"Mark	Sanford	'Cry	For	Me,	Argentina'	Memorial	Penalty"	at	a	race	in	South	Carolina,	in
which	a	driver	must	write	a	lengthy	love	letter	to	his	Argentine	mistress	on	his	car,	à	la	the	former	governor	of	that	state.	All	penalties	are	designed	to	waste	a	driver's	time	while	less	aggressive	and	better	drivers	continue	to	race.	Awards	Car	being	destroyed	at	Altamont,	7–8	July	'07	There	are	a	variety	of	awards	and	trophies	given	at	the	conclusion
of	each	race.	Prize	money	has,	in	the	past,	been	awarded	in	a	number	of	humorous	manners,	including	payment	in	nickels,[11][7]	checks	made	out	on	toilet	seats,	or	cryptocurrency.	The	midway	award	was	aptly	named	the	"People's	Curse".	One	car	was	voted	People's	Curse	for	being	driven	by	the	biggest	jerks	of	the	day,	as	judged	by	the	attending
crowd.	The	offending	car	was	crushed	or	otherwise	destroyed,	typically	by	heavy	equipment.	However,	an	angry	mob	with	wire	cutters	and	wrenches	had	been	used	when	none	could	be	found.	If	there	were	not	enough	votes	to	destroy	a	car,	it	might	have	instead	received	nasty	but	non-fatal	damage,	or	it	may	have	been	sent	to	the	"penalty	box"	with	a
black	flag.	At	the	start	of	the	2013	season,	the	Curse	was	removed	from	the	series.	The	counterpoint	to	the	People's	Curse,	"Organizers	Choice"	(initially	"People's	Choice"),	is	awarded	to	the	team	that	best	represents	the	friendly	spirit	of	the	race.	The	car	that	completes	the	most	laps,	net	of	pre-race	"BS"	penalties,	is	awarded	the	"Win	on	Laps",	and
the	team	receives	a	trophy.	The	grand	prize	(and	considered	by	some	to	be	the	"true"	winner)	is	the	"Index	of	Effluency"	award,	presented	to	a	car	considered	unlikely	to	finish	the	race	at	all,	let	alone	finish	with	a	respectable	number	of	laps	completed.	The	team	that	wins	the	Index	of	Effluency	is	given	a	trophy,	a	cash	prize,	and	free	entry	in	a	future
race.	Before	a	race,	every	entry	is	assigned	into	a	class,	A,	B,	or	C.	The	car	in	each	class	that	completes	the	most	laps,	net	of	pre-race	"BS"	penalties	(except	the	winner	on	laps,	which	was	previously	recognized),	is	awarded	the	class	win,	and	the	team	receives	a	trophy.	Several	other	trophies	are	given:	"Heroic	Fix",[12]	"I	Got	Screwed",[13]	and
"Judge's	Choice",	along	with	a	region-specific	trophy	that	celebrates	a	particular	timely	or	localized	cultural	reference	or	idiosyncrasy	of	a	team	from	the	region.	This	has	included	awards	for	"Dangerous	Homemade	Technology",	in	which	teams	have	brought	fun	things	for	the	general	social	welfare	of	the	participants,	like	an	oversized	teeter-totter.
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